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Stand and Deliver
It is possible that Edinburgh University could be
deprived of most, if not all, of
the £650,000 still owed to it by
the Commonwealth Games
Fund.
The mo ney is the second and
larger instalment of the £900,000
bill for the use of Pollock Halls as
the Games Village.
After Government rejection of
Games company chairman Mr
Robert Maxwell's fi nal bid to
raise at least some of the money it
seems likely that the Fund will go
into liquidation leaving its creditors with little or nothing.
If this were to happe n it would
be bo und to have fa r-reaching
effects .on the University , and ,
inevitably, students. Mr R ay
Footman, Uni versity Information
Director, couldn "t predict any
spec1tJc consequences and could
only say that , " it would be a serious matter when universities
already have so few funds ."
Although he thought it very
unlikely that the re wo uld be a " direct'' burden o n students , such as
a raise in Polock re nts , he could
not deny that such a a large loss of
money would be bound to affect
themj n some way .
Mr Maxwell 's pla n, announced
last Mo nday, was that he and
Japanese bill io naire
Ryoichi
Sasakawa wo uld (ointly donate £2
millio n if the G overnment wo uld
be prepared to contribute a
furth .:r £1 million . H o wever, the
foll owing Wednesday the Government refused to pay any contributio n and it is not yet known
whether Mr Maxwell will carry
out his threat by withdrawing the
offers made by himself and Mr
Sasakawa. This co uld effectively
bankrupt the Games Fu nd .
Even if his plan had succeeded
Mr Maxwell had already stated
that the University , along with
other major Games creditors,
would be receiving less money
than they had o riginall y accepted .
He said that he had red uced the
Commonwealth Games deficit
from £4 .15 millio n to £3 .3 mil lion
by rejecti ng charges which were
not acceptable.
Mr Alan Bruce , Pollock H alls'
Senior Steward , called this statement " presumptious," considering the legal agreeme nt between
the University and the Games
organisation . H e said that he had
received no writte n query of the
a.ccount and so expected no reduction in the payment .
However,
considering the
threatened bankruptcy , this argument
could
soon
become
academic.
Mr Bruce and Mr Footman
hoth pointed o ut that the University had only agreed to let Pollock
as the administration had felt
obliged to suppo rt E di nburgh 's.
bid tor the Games. Even if the
debt were payed in fu ll there
Would be no fina ncial gain
involved as the Halls could easily
have been let for conferences and
othe r events, for eq ual or larger
amo unts of mo ney.
Ewan Kilgour
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New slant on peeking
Duke's Eyesore
Prince Philip, Chancellor
of Edinburgh University, has
been dubbed "the Great
Wally of China"," due to
some derogatory comments
he made to Edinburgh students during the state visit to
China last week.
Simon Kirby , a second year student of C hinese , told re porters
that the Duke of Edin burgh
described Pekin as "ghastly" and ·
warned him th at he would go
ho me with "sli:ty eyes" . The
Prince later accused the students
of being " a little tactless'' in talking to the Press.
In his defence , a member of the
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Royal Househo ld sa id last week
that the Duke understood he had
said o nly that modem Peking was
ugly - a vi ew apparently shared
by most Chinese.
However, the Chinese are said
to be conside ra bly up et over the
remarks, which are felt to have
come at an unfortun ate time ,
give n that the Chinese have just
placed o ne billio n pounds wo rth
of contracts with British companies.
No stateme nt has as yet been
issued by Buckingham Palace . A s
their spokesman remarked " I
think eno ugh comment has been
made ove r the past week don' t
you?"
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GoYernment plans to enforce free speech

Campus control
This month has seen the reappearance of the controversial
issue of freedom of speech in universities.
Following harassment of certain MP's and most recently
Enoch Powell who last Friday
could only manage ten minutes of
his speech at Bristol University,
the Government put forward
proposals to ensure the right to
speak
in
Universities ,
Polytechnics and Colleges.
Furthermore, the college was
obliged to find premises for the
debates and be responsible for
maintaining order throughout.
The NUS realised the implications of the Government's proposals and in turn put forward a six
point charter showing how the Bill
provided no protection for ethnic
minorities, women and gay students who could find themselves
at risk from harassment.
It maintained that visiting
speakers would be given the right
of free speech provided they did
not breach the rights of those
mentioned in the Charter.
Al o in response to the Government's proposals, the Court of
Edinburgh University (part of the
ruling body) found the original
amendment "unworkable in practice" and that it was laying itself
open to "exploitation of University freedom by extremists." The

Powell under pressure
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Court put forward its own "constructive amendments" which
they hope will be incorporated
within the clause.
Whether or not these proposals
will influence the Government
cannot be known until the Bill has
been discussed in Parliament this
week. Until then, the Federation
of Conservative Students plans to

invite right wing Tories to speak at
universities to coincide with the
Parliament debate.
If the Government wins the
debate, right wing students in the
Bristol Conservative Association
say they will invite NF members to
speak.
Sophie Peterson

Spendthrift students

Research
•
review

highly critical of the way universities are run , claiming that we live
Paul Channon, the Secretary
in an e nvironment that has neither for Trade and Industry , is thought
the discipline of a schoo l nor the to be chairing a secret Cabinet
responsibilities of an adult work- committee'to review research and '
ing life, and which does not pre- development programmes by
pare us for life outside.
Government departments.
More disturbingly , he reports
Its first task has been to
that many graduates experience examine spending by the Depart"great psychological stress" when ment of Education and Science.
they find themselves in the real
The committee's inti:rest has
world in a real job. However, stu- centred on £600 million which the
dents seem to be aware that to University Grants Committee
lead this lifestyle, it is necessary to (UGC) distributes to universities
slog their guts out in some poorly for research.
paid 'job in the summer to get rid
of next term's overdraft. So why
do we do it?
According to Mr Spiers, we do
it because we feel it our duty to
carry on the traditional image of
the wild student lifestyle set by
our predecessors, which means
eating vegetable stew because we
spend all out our money on booze.
In other words , Mr Spiers
au
annon
suggests that, yes, we are hard up ,
but we should stop wingeing
!'he review is due to Governabout it because it's partly our ment concern that there is insuffifault.
Prue Jenreys
cient control of the money spent
by universities on resea rch.
The UGC, together with the
·Advisory Board for Research
Councils fund a "dual support system ". Salaries, buildings and
overheads are provided by the
UGC and funds for research
will be given by
development come from the
research councils.
Edinburgh University receives
approximately £46m from the
UGC and £12-£13m from the
Chief Political Correspondent)
Research Grant Committee.
Mr Bent from the Finance
on
Department of the University
Offices, when asked about the
consequences for Edinburgh, if
any changes were made in
finance , said: "Any ground rules
chan~ed could affect Edinburgh
s1gmficantly, as with any other
university. "
in
One of the implications of an
attempt at changing the present
system is that the research councils may decide to give more
money to polytechnics rather than
universities .
Emma Simpson

Do you have a "highly enjoyable yet frivolous existence?"
Does it include drinking nine pints
on Tuesday night , followed by six
on Wednesday , or are you one of
life's moderates who only gets
smashed three times a week?
This , according to Graham
Spiers, writing in last Thursday's
Glasgow Herald is how students
live. At a time when our financial
future is hanging in the balance,
Mr Spiers claims that the trendy
image of the Oxfam clad undergrad desperately scratching a living in his twelve foot long scarf is
somewhat outdated, and that
instead we enjoy an "exuberant"
life style, and even "keep the electric fire on during an hour long
repeat of 'Star Trek '."
To be fair, Mr Spiers does concede that most students are not
rolling in money , and that some
students even manage to combine
this lifestyle with getting a degree
"a com mendable achievement. "
A recent graduate , Mr Spiers is

Setback for
accommodation plans
The future of part of the University's scheme to turn the disused
Usher Institute into student
accommodation could be under
threat because of decisions made
at a District Council Planning
Committee last Wednesday.
The committee voted to approve the change of use for the
existing building, allowing for 64
student places, but to refuse the
request for further development:
an extension to the building which
would have provided another 44
places.
However, according to David
Blackall, the SRC Accommodation Convener, as the original
scheme was to be "loan financed ",
it might not be possible to rearrange this in the light of the council's decision, and the whole project might not now go ahead.
Blackall describes the verdict as
"very disappointing", particularly
as the extra places were clearly
needed given the Freshers' Week
accommodation problems.
The decision of the Edinburgh
District Council's planning sub-

committee will be referred to th
full Planning Committee to Whic:
the University administration Will
be able to m~k.e repre~~ntations
against the ongmal dec1s1on. The
next meeting of the Plannin
Committee is being held today!
but the matter of the Usher lnsti:
tute is not on the agenda: it Will
not therefore come up again until
· the next meeti_ng in five weeks
time. It seems hkely that the Uni.
versity will ma_k~ representation
against the decision at that meet.
ing.
The Usher Institute develop.
ment was part ofa University Pol·
icy to increase to 40 per cent the
numbers of students in University
accommodation. Other parts of
this programme include the Gut.
hrie Street developme nt which
will provide 78 student places, and
the Robertson's Close develop.
ment which will provide 201
places. Neither of these develop.
ments have suffered fro m any
planning problems yet.
Anjali Dholakia

Prices rev up
On October 26th Edinburgh's
inner city bus fares will go up for
the first time in three years. Most
people will have to pay an extra, Sp
to travel within the city, on the red
buses, owned by Lothian Transport PLC: whose principal share:iolder is Lothian Regional Council.
One stage, at adult rate, will

involve the complete fina ncial
restructuring of the fl eets, from
the present municipal operation
to being run 100 per cent as a
limited company: with no subsidy
of services.
Mr Charles Evans , a director of
LRT, said th e increase on
October 26th - deregul ation day
- was "inevitable" with the new

The Allsop Memorial Lecture
JAMES NAUGHTIE
(Guardian
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aow cost 20p with a raise of Sp for
e.ach consecutive stage. In addil!on there will be no concessionary student season tickets.
However, not all fares will go
up . To compete with Eastern
Scottish, LRT will lower their
charges on new routes to commuter towns such as Musselburgh
and Dalkeith .
Eastern Scottish, running the
green buses, have declared their
new fares will be of a similar rate
to those of their competitors.
These changes will occur as a
result of the deregulation of bus
fleets operated by Lothian
Grampi~n and Tayside Region~
along with Strathclyde Passenger
Transport Executive. This will

organisation. He also sait
"These are still very much lo~tl
fare scales than those for mO!l
other cities."
The competition will certaiol!
be high between LRT and Eastefl
Scottish, who will remai n part &
the nationalised Scottish B~
Group . They will be battling ave:
it least nine city and seven rUl3
routes.
An information centre dealiO!
wit~ queries about Lothian Re~
ion s bus services has been open
it 12 St Giles Street just off tilt
High Street.
'
A free telephone service is alsO
~vailable by dialling 100 and~
mg for Freephone Blueline. ...1

JoanneMOU'"1

Small show for big band
MIDWEEK

Filling the gaps

atEUSA
the May election for President o
EUSA, and was the Societie
Convener last year. His opponent, Charles Pridgeon , was a
runner-up in the election to the
External Affairs Convenership
last year, and is a former Social
Sciences Faculty Secretary.
However there are no candidates for the Music Faculty Convener's post, and lain Catto,
EUSA Secretary, said this was,
" A sad reflection on the students
in the Music Faculty. " The same
situation exists . in the Law
Faculty, with even the vacant
seats on the Law Students Council
not being contested. This follows
similar apathy in the May General
Elections.
Graeme Wilson

COMPLETE LIST OF
CANDIDATES & SEATS

Motion for
•
mammaries

Toupee or not
Scientists at Dundee University when some people lose their hair
have been given almost £1 million it can be a very traumatic experiby the US-owned shampoo and ence."
The team are investigating the
detergent multi-national Proctor
and Gamble to investigate what natural control mechanisms which
makes hair grow, with a view to operate in hair foilicles. It is
known that sex hormones play a
finding a cure for baldness.
The scientists believe they may vital part in the promotion of hair
only be a decade away from solv- and the team seek a natural, noning a problem that has driven men drug based method of promoting
through the ages to paste them- growth. He stressed that a cure for
selves with just about everything baldness was only a potential
application of his research and not
from bat's blood to manure.
Dr Roy Oliver, who heads the the fundamental reason for it.
Dr Oliver concedes that some ·
team of fourteen researchers, is
cautious of predicting that a sure of his learned colleagues find such
cure for baldness is imminent but funding for a hair loss frivolous ,
he said yesterday, " If we do not but he says that the research could
come up with something within provide fundamental advances in
ten years , we will be disap- the study of a skin cell formation
pointed." He added , "This may and have implications for systems
seem like a lot of money, but other th<m just growth of hair.
Tom Bradby

A titillating motion proposing
that a Page Three Girl should be
put in Student will be hotly
debated today in the Park Room
of Teviot Row House by an able
team of luscious lovelies.
Attractive
blonde
Zoe
McDonald (20) and butch American Greg Gust are set to lock
themselves in a battle of the sexes
on the Park Room floor as they
lead the proposition.
Their opposition · is in the
shapely form of leggy lovelies
David Stenhouse, a first year poli
tics and history student , and
lawyer Charles Macgregor.
All students , male and female,
are very welcome to air their
views, vent their frustration or
join in the punch-up afterwards
The debate begins at 1.00
Jane Kelly

ESCA's record target
The motto "to raise as much as sion along Princes Sfreet, the Torpossible in as many different ways chlight Procession , Rag Raids and
as possible," has literaily paid off carol singing, the money made by
for the Edinburgh Students' ESCA is used to make fifteen
Charities Appeal (ESCA). Last local charities better off.
Year £17 ,403.53 was raised.
As the cheques were distriThrough popular events like buted to the beneficiaries earlier
~t of the annual Floats Proces- this month . ESCA's General

SRC CONVENERS: Accommodation,
David Blackall (returned unopposed)
Community Affairs, David Forrester
Adrian Lea; FACULTY CONVENERS
Social Science Don MacCorquodaie
Charles Pridgeon; Music, no candidate
SRC REPS: Music, no candidates
Medicine, Bal Athwal, Paul A . Scott
Law, no candidate ; Science, Dave Gor
don, Adrian Lea, John Wilkin . IST
YEAR SRC REPS: Arts (3 seats), Doug
las Alexander, Fiona Cook , Simon N .
James, Edward D. McCabe, Jeffrey Sin
ton) Law, Mike Upton (returned unopposed;) Medicine (I seal) Graham Clark ,
Andrew D. Jamieson , David Watts; Science (3 seats), Lorna Matheson , Catriona M. MacMillan, (both returned
unopposed); Social Science (2 seats),
Peter Kaufman , Colin Ramage, David
Sen. Postgrad, no candidate; All 1st
Year Postgrads., Giles Laverack. Ben
Paecheter. •

Convener Hamish Taylor set tha
-target for next year at £21 ,000.
"The £17 ,000 we raised this
year was £3,000 more than in
1985; if we can raise £21,000 next
time, we will beat the ESCA
record of £20,000 set in 1960," he
said.
How does ESCA intend to
achieve this target? "There will be
a mixture of old events and new,
designed to attract more people
and to make more money. " New
original events will include the
Grand Raffle and an attempt to
break the record for the longest
journey on British Rail.
In addition there will be a Rag
Mag. Launch on October 25th.
The date is significant in that !t is
the first time its been produced
this early (it is normally in
March). This is an effort to make
more money.
Amongst
this
year's
beneficiaries will be Edinburgh
University Settlement (providing
a range of services for the needy;)
Dr Barnardo's (concerned with
mental health and adult re-education;) the Children's Holiday
Venture; the Lord Provost's
Benevolent Fund.
Xiao-Shu Meng

High unemployment
A study produced at Edinburgh
University suggests that high
unemployment may foster drug
auu;,c.

Dr Plant, senior research fellow
at the alcohol research group of the
University's
Department
of
Psychiatry and Mr Peck, a senior
lecturer in the department, based
their figures on a two-fold analysis
of the statistics for cautions and convictions for drugs misuse and those
for addicts receiving notifiable
drugs during their treatment.
Unemployed men between the
ages of nineteen and twenty were
significantly more likely than other
men to report drug use and end up
abusing drugs whereas students,
despite being thought of as heavy
drug takers , had the lowest level of
drug abuse in their age group.
The report states that "the sig-

nificant difference among men is
striking because those who were
unemployed, and using drugs , had
not differed from other men when
data was first collected in 1979-80. "
The work also suggests that while
unemployed youngsters have significantly more experience of cannabis, LSD or opiates they do not
drink or smoke more heavily than
other groups.
While stating that "It would be
naive to contend that unemployment is the only cause of illicit drue
abuse" Dr Plant and Dr Peck also
see unemployment as a major factor. Sepaking to Student Dr Plant
stated that "work fulfills maf! y
needs such as direction and com. panionship" and "the sub-culture
surrounding drugs can fill the gap."
Ian Robertson

..
Sanctions :The backlash

GROUNDLING
I shuddered. I gasped. A convulsive spasm passed tbrou11h my
nethermost extremities. I had been
dreading this assignment all week,
haunted both sleeping and waking
by the dreadful dangers I ran in
my visit to this, the seediest [sic] of
Edinburgh's picture palaces. l
had, I thought, prepared myself
for the worst - but not, never in
my deepest nightmares, for this.
The toothless bag leering from
the ticket box had starred as a
child in Tod Browning's 'Freaks'.
She leaned towards me, incoherently mumbling something about
my member .
''Come again?" I ejaculated.
" I said, are you a member, son?
You see, to put you in the picture,
we're not showing soft-porn stuff
anymore, so ... "
One crisp note and one unlikely
alias later, and I found myself a
fully-fledged, card-carr}ing per·
vert.
"WHERE?" I hear the cry arise
from an agricultural gaggle of
first-year sickos. And fearlessly I
reply: Give me your pink, your
chubby, your maladjusted yearning to beat free, and I shall lead
them unto .. . "
The Metro (nee Classic), known
lo canny Edinburghers one and all
as the Soho of the orth, situated
in the charming surrounds of
Nicolson Square, not a racing
pulsebcat away from the leafy
groves of Academe. Open from
noon until the late late hour of 10
pm, showing "All New XXXX
Rated Adult Movies". The perfect
place for a brief respite from scho-

larly toils - or is it?
Your intrepid reporter, a £2.50
ticket (£5.00 for the two-person
Jove-seat) disintegrating rapidly in
his sweaty palm, thrust his way
boldly into the foetid darkness of
the auditorium, in search of an
answer lo this most pressing of
questions. And found?
Well, pretty much . what you
would expect. A jerky, flickering
screenful of Robin's Nest extras
(flares, sideburns, cowboy boots
and shaggy manes) who prodded
the less attractive portions of their
anatomies into the cavernous
deeps of various winsome tattooed
lassies. Dogs, donkeys, golden
showers and bottom explorations
are out: it's all just good , clean
filth.
I was just beginning to tap my
foot to the jolly soundtrack
("James Last Plays 20 Latin
Greats, Badly"), while trying to
work out why the "actors"'
mouths· appeared to move five sec-

onds after they had spoken, when
disaster struck in the form of the
Dutch courage imbibed half-anbour earlier. Freeing myself from
the sticky seat, I shambled·
towards the toilet. This was my big
mistake.
The cubicle to my left was
occupied, as was the gentleman
inside it, and the resultant
rhythmic grunts and groans froze
my bladder instantly. Overcoming
this problem, I spied with my little
eye ..• a wedge-faced, dirty-raincoated elderly co-auditee advancing ominously on the urinal. Gripped by a sudden panic, I fled the
scene, uncomfortably aware of the
little driblets still trickling down
my thigh.
This, I decided , was not my bag.
Groping my way towards the exit,
I glimpsed a second cinematic
extravaganza - .indistinguishable, to ·my untutored eye, from the
first. Then r was out again, blinking in the sunshine of a Nicolson
Street populated entirely, so it
seemed, by my closest friends,
tutors, and - could that really be
my mother approaching across the
road?
So folks, that's the Metro.
Decide for yourself, but I don't
think l'U be going back.
Which reminds me. This week,
a Student First-Groundling competition time. One free membership to the Metro Adult Blue
Movie Club, to whoever has been
most offended by this article.
Please send entries to Harry
Elwin, under cover of a plain
brown envelope.

Dear Sir,
I write with reference to the
interview with Mr Shaw and the
letter by Moray Grant. I could
hardly believe that even a
member of the South African
Government could talk such
bland, patronising and obnoxious
barefaced bullshit. Apart from a
few blatant lies , such as the one
about the police (such nice men) ,
what I found most offensive was
his statement: "You know , some
of them are doing reasonably
well!". Perhaps Mr Shaw should
go back to dear Pretoria and
replace his head up his backside
-except that it might be black up
there.
As I have just demonstrated
and Moray Grant did last week , it
is easy to get emotive. I sympathise with the case for Sanctions, but
it takes no account of the history
and
mentality
(aptly
demonstrated in the interview) of
the majority of the Afrikaner
people and understands little of a
country which is already isolated
too much in every sense.
There has to be a post-apartheid South Africa in which all
races can co-exist happily. The
Afrikaners have been oppressed
(so they think) throughout their
history, they fought to be where
they are now and if we back them
to the wall . they'll fight until the
wall falls down .
As I pointed out in my first letter Britain helped to create South
Africa today. Within South Africa
there are more and more people
backing immediate change and
what the country needs is a cultural drenching of western integration and not increased isolation

rite your own
success story.

which will only e nd in a blood bath
in which no one can win.
Yours,
Tom Bradby,
Dear Student,
Mr Grant , in his willingness to
defend his no doubt well-intentioned ideals, appears to be over
keen to impress on others the vehemence of his convictions. I refer
to his comments at the end of his
letter about a much cut six-line
article. The point I am trying to
make has •1ery little to do with the
substance of the arguments concern ed, but rather the form. The
aggressive arrogance inherent in
his patronising atti tude to anyone
who might hold an opinion other
than
his
own
is
most
offputt ing. The point about any
intellectual debate in any field is
that there is very rare! y an absolute correct answer. It is therefore
dangerous arrogance to indulge in
such rhetoric as that which he uses
at the conclusion of his letter. No t
only does such a tactic leave him
legitimately open to person al
insult in return (but then tha t
might be good publicity) , it also
reduces the level of the debate.
thereby obscuring the real issues
involved.
Anti-apartheid, in the instance
mentioned, are not helping thei r
cause by obscuring the fact that no
single member of the government
has declared support for Sout h
Africa. Apartheid has been condemned across the board, yet on e
would not believe so from the colour of some campaigners' language.
Yours,
Paul Jeffrey

at school on the closinp; date of the compl'lit ion.
All p rizes will he presented at a spe<:ial lunch
arranp;ed by The Spectator and the Sunday Tdep;raph.

RULES
1. Entrants must be under 25 on the d<"ing date of' the
competition, 31st January 1987. Those hoth inside and
outside highe r education are e ligibl e.
2. There is a limit of'2.000 wo rds Oil the len~th of each
e ntry.
3. Entries will not be re turned and no correspondenet•
regardini; them can be e nte red into.
4. No e ntry can have appeared in print before.
5. The judges will be Peregrine Worsthorne, Cha rl es

Till' Spettn tor alld the Sunday Tel<'p;raph are looking
for prom i~ in g ~·oun g write rs un<le r 2.5. So if yo u are
imagi11athe. resourc.·t{ul aud unde r 2.S. he re is a

llliUtue opportunit~· to writ<- an article of less than 2000
worcb oil a suhjeet that parti<:ularlv interests rnu and
to ><'<' it puhlished. If' vo11 win .' yo u will .also he
co 111111ission<.'d lo writl' three artides for each
puhlieation alld <'lljoy a frpe ticket abroad spt>cially
arrang<·d ll\· British Caledonian Ainvavs. The four
n11111 t• rs up will ea<:h n.:•ceive an Amstrad \vord
pnx..·t'ssor plus cash prizc.·s. So why not make these
awan1!'! your tickl• t to success?

HOWTOENTEH
Simply writ<' all article on a 'uhjeet of your choice
suitable for publication in either The Spectator or the
Sundav Tdep;raph .
The judges will be looking for a d ear, well written
article showing an imagillative choice and use uf
material.

Moore, Andrew C imson, and De rwe nt May. The
decision of the judges will be lln al.

The re is no restriction on subject matte r, but
entrants are e n c.:our;1~ed to make use of their own
particular inte rests and resources. The range of
subjects covered hy The Spectator and the Sunday
Telegrnph will provide a useful basis for ideas. You are .
strongl y rP': o mme nded to read both publications.

7. Entries sliould be sent to Young Write rs Awards ,
56 Doughty Street, London WCl 2LL.

PRIZES

YOUNG WRITER AWARDS

First prize: The winning article will be published in
e ithe r the Sunday Telep;raph or The Spectator. And a
total of six articles, three in The Spectator and three in
the Sunday Te l e~raph will be commissioned and paid
for: The winne r will also receive a ticke t donated by
British Caledonian Aiiways to a choice of destination
from New York, Los Angeles, Hong Kong or Lusaka
plus £500 spend ing monev.
Runne
rs up: An Amstraci PCW 8256 woi·cl processor
.
wi ll be awarded to each of the four runn e rs up, plus
£lOO.' £75 , £50 and £25 respectively. There will be a
special £200 prize for the best e ntry from someone still

6. Entries must be typed and accompanied by the
name and address of the e ntrant .
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Fare's fair
So Edinburgh's buses are being "deregulated". Now if the
experience of Glasgow is anything to go by, "deregulation" seems
to involve higher fares and fewer services. Traffic problems have
increased and the public have been left confused at the new range
of services and fares. The Government is trying to turn what
should essentially be a "service" into a "profit-making enterprise"
and it seems yet again (as is so often the case with this Government)
a few will benefit, while the majority suffer.
The proponents of deregulation cite the example of Hereford
and Worcester as the "jewel in their crown" but this does not mean
that it will work in Edinburgh. In Worcester, for example, the bus
service was expensive and inefficient and something had to be done 1
about it. As there are only 70,000 people in Worcester, many
routes are uneconomical, so some bright spark came up with the
idea of purchasing a fleet of (German) mini-buses which have now
flooded Worcester's previously quiet estates, leading many
residents to voice fears about safety. It still costs up to 72p to travel
1112 miles, and while this level of fares may be rme for a relatively
affluent place like Worcester, it is surely unacceptable to the
inhabitants of Edinburgh.
Edinburgh's students must begin to realise that the city's
problems are their problems. We can ill afford further financial
burdens at a time when grants have been slashed to the bone.

Catto "in the real world"
Dear Sir,
I am glad to see that my editorial in Midweek (8th October) on
loans has stimulated some discussion (though why in Student rather
than in Midweek I am not sure). I
can assure Miss Morgan that the
EUSA office-bearers are taking
the threat of loans very seriously
indeed Cathy Presland has
done little else during the past
month except compile a submission to the Govern ment on loans.
The q uestion I posed was
whether it is more desirable to
have unlimited access with little
financial help from the State, or
limited access with students well
provided for.
Unlike Miss Morgan I am
mt naive enough to believe that a
Labour Government will provide
the promised land of full grants
for everyone - I live in the real
world .
As regards NUS - it is the students of this university who do not
wish to belong to that left-wing
dominated waste of money, and it
is their wish which is final. EUSA
is the largest student union in Bri-·
tain - we don't need NUS , and
. after all the help NUS promised
for Festival Against Fowler last
May but didn't deliver, we should
tell them where to go.
Yours sincerely,
lain Catto·

Utopia?
Dear Editor,
I must congratulate Ms. Morgan (Chairperson, EU Labour
Club) o n her letter in last week's
Student. In it , she displayed a
remarkable sense of humour , not
to mention an unusually innovative grasp of the English language.
Ms. Morgan asks " when will the
office bearers of EUSA realise
that the attacks facing education
are not a joke?" In so doing she
refers to an article in Midweek two
weeks ago, written by EUSA
Pres.i dent Cathy Presland. In her
first sentence, Cathy said "Well,
the ugly spectre of student loans

Dear Student,
Racism is on the rise all over
Europe. From Paris to Munich ,
London to Brussels, immigrants
are coming under attack. Even in
Edinburgh, Asian families in
Wester Hailes face a stream of
abuse , intimidation and physical
attacks on their persons and property.

has reared its ugly head once
more ." Either Ms. Morgan thinks
spectres are funny , in which case
she has a remarkable sense of
humour , or perhaps she has
decided the English language
needs to be brought under social
ownership thus enabling
everyone to choose for himself or
herself what any particular word
means . Hence , for Ms. Morgan,
one must presume that the word
"spectre" has taken on a whole ,
new, lighthearted meaning, since
the last English dictionary was
published.
Ms . Morgan displayed another
remarkable talent in her letter.
She is quite obviously psychic ,
since she seems to claim to be able
to receive vibes regarding what
EUSA Secretary Iain catto thinks
about current student issues that
none of the rest of us seem able to
receive at all. Ms . Morgan says,
" But maybe I'm not being cynical
to wonder - when Iain Catto
describes the right of free access
to higher ed4cation as 'clamouring for Utopia' -where the sympathies of our present office bearers lie. " What exactly do you
mean by that , Ms. Morgan? Are
you suggesting that Iain , who
stood for election to the post of
Secretary in May partly on his
record as SRC Accommodation
Convener, does not have the
interests of students , and those
aspiring to become students, at
heart? He may have had the
biggest .win in a EUSA sabbatical
election for years , and in so doing
he may have beaten a candidate
endorsed by the Labour Club , but
obviously you know better than
all those students who voted for
him.
Morgan seems to imply-_ if I ~ay
practise her art of takmg 1mphcations from what other people say
- that Utopia will inevitably follow the election of a Labour government. And , of course , only the
top five percent of ear~ers in the
population will pay for 1t.
Yours etc,
Alan Young

If you're interested in fig_hting
racism-come to the WAR international conference in Birmingham on the 2nd of November.
Details are available from sellers
of "The Next step" around the
University.
Andrew Greig
Edinburgh WAR

Labour Backlash
Dear Sir,
After reading letters from both
the Liberal and Labour Clubs, I
thought I should write and put the
record straight. Before I do so,
however, I must note two worrying, and to us very distressing,
developments.
Firstly ,
the
Labour Club's practice, so cheap
and easy to spot , of flooding your
letters column with Socialist
apologiae . They should desist
from ordering their apparatchiks
from doing so . All the Labour
Politburo needs to do is to stop
turning the hurdy-gurdy and the
monkeys shall cease to dance ;
dancing badly.
Secondly, where does Comrade
Greatrix receive his information
about the memberships of various
clubs and societies? Does the
Societies Council band out figures
to any nosy socialist? Or perhaps
inquisitive members of MIS? If
Citizen Greatrix has gained this
knowledge from an elected position of trust , is it correct and honourable to publish this priviledged
information in the public print? It
does not matter. These figures ,
are Mr Greatrix, inaccurate. The
Conservative
Association
finished last year with a membership well over 200, a figure which
shows every sign of being considerably exceeded this year.
To put the record straight ...
the Conservative Club is, has
been, and, I have no doubt , will
continue to be , the largest most
effective political Society at Edinburgh Uiniversity, since its foudnation by Edmund Burke in 1793.
Sir, I am yours most faithfully,
Andrews Hayes
President
EU Conservative Association

Unacceptable
shape of
socialism

Dear Student,
I'm glad to learn , from last
week's letters page , that Paul
Greatrix (former chairperson of
EU Labour C lub) shares my passion for the truth , but I feel that
his letter displays a misunderstanding of my original assertions.
It doesn't matter if the Labour
Club is the largest , or indeed if the
Tories are , the whole debate is
facile and irrelevant. However, if
Paul is correct and Labour are the
" largest" then , because he seems
to find it so important, I congratulate him .
This term the Liberal Club has
already helped launch the major
new Alliance campaign " People
in Power" which was well received
by a packed audience in Teviot
Row Debating Hall. Also we're
devoting the seventh week of term
to campaigning, with CND, for
peace; and later in term we're
holding several events for the
Royal Hospital for Sick Children ,
a worthy local charity which will
receive all the money that we collect.
I'd also like to point out that
any claim to be "the most active"
is extremely dubious. The nature
of the concept "activity" is difficult to qualify: you can 't measure it. Any such claim should be
treated with the scepticism that it
deserves .
On a final note , I was accusing
the Labour Club , as an organisation , of " machismo politicking" ,
not Caroline Morgan as an individual and unless she regards herself as "the largest and most active
of the political clubs in the University" she shouldn't take my
remarks personally.
Yours,
Mark Delano Wheatley,
President ,
EU Liberal Club.

Dear Student,
I find myself an amused , yet
concerned observer of the " Battle
of Letters" being waged within
our columns between Mark
Wheatley (President , Liberal
Club) , and Paul Greatrix (former
Chairman of the Labour club).
As I understand it, Mark
Wheatley's point was that both
the Labour and Conservative
Clubs could not be the largest as
they had claimed - and that the
whole concept of size was distasteful evidence of an egotistical and
cynical attitude to politics. Activity of a club should be seen, in my
opinion, as the key criterion. In
this respect , there are many active
political clubs within Edinburgh
University. This amused me .
What concerned me was that
Paul's so-called :
'comprehensive" statistics included no
mention of other active political Dear Student,
In response to Paul Greatrix's
groupings , such as (for example)
the EU Scottish Nationalists . letter last week , can I ask him why
Indeed, because of this 'oversight' he made no mention of the Scotcould the "commitment" of the . tish Nationalists despite the fact
Labour Party to devolution of that the SNP are the second party
power to Scotland be somewhat of Scotland in terms of votes cast
suspect. I make no secret of being - and they are ~atching Labour
a supporter of the Liberal Party , throughout the central belt . Withand can say, with a clear consci- out waiting to divulge exact
ence that this is a commitment on figures , I can say that EUSNA
which we have not faulted , and have more members than the Liberals or the Social Democrats.
intend to honour.
Furthermore , in terms of active
Finally. I found it rather amusing that Paul felt it necessary to membership , I would say we outcapitalise the " truth" repeatedly strip most political clubs. We can
in his letter. Perhaps this concept uniquely boast that up to 50% of
is so alien to him that he feels it our meetings , they leaflet, canvas
ncessary to emphasise it when and petition and , unlike members
experimenting with its manipula- of the other political societies (including the Labour Club), the do
tion .
not join merely for the privilege of
Yours,
Murray Simpson carrying the card .

Dear Sir,
It seems that the Labour Club
in the shape of Paul Greatrix has
had a rude awakening. Having to
come to terms with the fact that
there is now another serious political force in this University cannot
be easy for a club which has for so
long considered itself the sole custodian of radical ideas.
This rea lisation has prompted
some alarm and was presumably
the reason behind Mr Greatrix's
sneering tirade of abuse aimed at
the Alliance clubs in Student last
week. He also gloated at our comparative ly low membership last
year. He 's obviously heard that
the Social Democratic Club is on
course for doubling its membership by the end of the year and
that the combined membership of
the SOC and Liberal Clubs is fa t
approaching 100.

It is still true that the Labour
Club is larger than both the
Alliance clubs put together, but
then it's always far easier to join a
club which tells its members what
to think , which includes in its
giveaway goodies a neat parcel of
readymade
dogma , and
ideologies , all wrapped up smelling of roses · and labelled
"Socialism- take it or leave it".
In the SOC we encourage people
to think for themselves , not simply read them the party line and
expect them to follow it.
Joining one of the Alliance
clubs is not a soft option , but it is
an increasingly popular one.
Yours ,
Angus Mcintosh,
President ,
EU Social Democratic Club.
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Meanwhile , from her letter it
appears that Caroline Morgan is
going to continue the tradition of
the Labour Club having the most
cliched
and
unimaginative
"Chairperson" around.
Now
you've got something for the CV
Caroline , just like your careerist
predecessors.
Yours,
Andrew Brown
President
EU Scottish Nationalist
Dear Sir,
Something has been bothering
me all week:
If Paul Greatrix knows so much
about Truth ; then what on earth is
he doing in the Labour Club?
I think we should be told!
Yours etc,
Andrew Macdonnell
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THE DAMNED
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girruruck dunng one song of put.

~ ting girls from the audience into

"'
Playhouse
With the release of the
Phantasmagoria album, an~
Eloise '
it
su b sequen tty
much as if The
seemed very
f
dness
0
Damned's days
ma
an
and mayhem .were .over,
impression which this concert
at first seemed to prove all too
true.

Dave Vanian casts an anxious look over his shoulder at the insidious approach of old age and senility.
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COLBERT HAMILTON
Hoochie Coochie Club
"Stand by, 90 seconds to
Black Elvis 2000," boomed a
voice reminiscent of those
Denim aftershave ads. Shudder - was this an indication
of what was to follow?

However "he's a great wee
mover" and in all fairness a bigger, more apprecia~i~e audience
which , in our opm1on, would
surely be gained with a more
reasonable admission fee and a
fairer price of drinks, would have
made for a great night out.
The Second Coming? We think
not.
Emma Simpson
Caroline Edine

"Twenty seconds to BE 2000. "
The 40-strong Hooch crowd
meandered closer:
" Ladies and gentlemen - BE

2000!"
Out of the shadows burst Colbert Hamilton , aka BE 2000 donning a gold lurex zoot suit and a
razor-sharp quiff resembling Ben
Nevis. Was this the Second Coming? Or was it a second-rate
cabaret act?

A 20-minute set of dull and
cliched rockabilly rock 'n' roll followed , and saw BC 2000 - sorry
- BE 2000 gyrate his hips to such
classics as Motorhead's Please
Don't Touch and the inevitable
Jailhouse Rock.

Photo: Gordon Macintosh
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Tonight John Otway (of
John Otway and Wild Willy
Barrett fame) is starting a
three-night run at the Theatre

Workshop, and since there's
nothing much on the box
apart from Top of the Pops,
you may as well go along for a
laff.
Or stay in and do some work
because tomorrow night you'll be
busy on the town. The Stranglers
and Xma/ Deutsch/and are in the
Playhouse but we expect that
you' ll all want to go to The Housemartins in The Assembly Rooms
instead. Lucky winners of The
Housemartins' competition from
last week are Bruce Hopkins and
Ian Grant. Have a good time boys!
If you want to risk the prospect of
a long and happy life, King Kurt
are in the Jailhouse. On Saturday,
The Cateran play at Moray House
which should merit a look-in. Or
you could discover fame and fortune at Texas in the Hoochie
Coocbie Club where The Tube are
taking photos of Goodbye Mr

McKenzie for the new series which
begins on the 31st October. If you
go along, you too could become a
''face in the crowd". On Sunday,
when Huey Lewis and his News are
in the Playhouse.
Fortunately it's sold out, so you
don 't have to spend hours agonising over whether to go or not. Bad
news for Monday, however - you
still have to make a decision about
Iron Maiden at the Playhouse
(Tuesday as well). George Square
Theatre will play host to one Pete
Murphy (of Bauhaus fame) on
Monday also, and Dr Fee/good is
in the Preservation Hall. Don't
plan anything for Tuesday night
because the marvellous Misty In
Roots are at Coasters and you
really should go.
neict week except for the last part
of Annika tonight on C4, followed
by a programme on incest, Crime
of Violence. Wasn ' t Madonna
great last Saturday? Why do we
have to endure the horrendous
Queen this week (Saturday)? I give
up. Tune in next week for news
about the new Tube.

--------~--------

THE SHOP ASSISTANTS
Glasgow University Union
A thousand people came to
see The Shop Assistants.
Halfway through their British
tour, it's the hometown gig by
default.
This ain't no psychedelic punk
rock happening/experience . The
hall is huge and impersonal , The
Shop Assistants are bored and pissed off by the PA , the DJ and the
audience . Dickheads down the
front are gobbing and throwing
pint glasses , punk rock I suppose.
Alex says, "Don 't you even fucking think about gobbing at me."
Somebody throws a glass at
Alex . David runs across the stage
and kicks him in the head . The
songs get faster and faster, losing
their shape as Alex loses the tune.
"This is for all of you!" as they
launch into I Don't Want To Be
Friends With You.
The Shop Assistants deserve
more than this, but from now on
this is what they've got to expect.
" . . . I don 't want to be civilised,
you leave me and I'll scratch your
eyes out!"
Andrew Tully

ROOTSIE TOOTSIE
BLUES BAND
Moray House
I went to see the New York
Pig Funkers on Friday night
and they weren't there; the
Rootsie Tootsie Blues Band
were. The Funkers had cancelled the day before.
The audience of about thirty
were scattered around, a few
propping up the bar and the rest
lolling in chairS. I've nothing
much to say about the band: they
were a blues band and that's all
there is to it; the same old riffs and
solos. The most enthusiastic thing
I saw was the singer's harmonica
playing and the bassist actually
crouched down once. The
guitarist was incredible, his face
did not change or show any sign of
emotion for the whole 15 minutes
I stayed (my girlfriend actually
slept) . In fact , all five Tootsies
looked pretty pissed off, not surprisingly, because although the
few that were there were
appreciative, the gig was hardly
an ego booster for any band.
Finlay Wilson

--- ----- -- --1 -- -- --- - ---- -
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Opening with the Hammer
Horror organs and sweeping
of
Sanctum
theatricality
Sanctorum , the boys got off to an
impressive start, relaxed and
happy. Unfortunately, any atmosphere they had built up petered
out pretty soon, largely due to a
long run of new material from .the
forthcoming album, Anything ,
which seems better suited to the
recording studio than live per~or
mance (though LA Woman 1s a
notable exception). An ea rl ~
rendition of Wait for the Blackout
·temporarily roused the audience,
but Shadow of Love, obviously
played with the same intention,
was disappointingly patchy. The

cages seemed only to be.
appreciated by some neanderthat
males at the front and the band
themselves, and . created an
unnecessary break
other.
f h m the
t
wise racy pace o t e se ·
All this seemed like a bad joke,
however , when without warning
the band changed gear and
launched into Smash It Up ,
prompting a general outbreak o[
seat-smashing as the audience
responded with frenzied relief to
the likes of New Rose, Neat Neat
Neat and Love Song (played dur.
ing one of sev~ral enco res which
sadly did not mclude the classic
Curtain Call) .
At their best T he Damned are
still a force to be reckoned with;
Roman Jugg, though boring to
watch is good on guitar, while
Bryn Merrick's uninhibited per.
formance on bass works well with
R at Scabies' drumming. After ten
years in the business there are still
few to touch the inimitable Dave
Vanian for sheer talent. The old
magic still shines through , a lbeit
infrequently.
Jane Bowie

Night Off?

'Streuth! She might have changed out of her pyjamas!
.
Pho(o: John Lindsay
vocals of Julie Robertson (of Solid
WORKING WEEK
Soul fame) won the hearts and
feet of all presen t. Personally, I'd
Teviot Debating Hall
like to see some more adventur·
Big bands back in Teviot! ous
jazz
from
such
an
And not a patch of structural accomplished band , but a lively
damage in sight! Congratula- show including the excellent Vin·
tions are due to Claire McLin- ceremos (We Will Win) and
tock and anyone concerned ideologically sound Don't You
with the organisation of this Touch My Friend he lped to make
up for any lack of innovation .
year's Entertainments policy.
Hopefully , we will see more
· A respectably large crowd
"big bands" in Teviot in the comturned out last Thursday night to
ing weeks - if you weren 't there
see Working Week and they got
last Thursday , don 't go running to
value for money on the "designer
EUSA with complaints about the
jazz" stakes at least. The powerful
Ents policy.
Not James J~
CHRISTY MOORE
Playhouse
Christy Moore is a wee
bachle with grey hair and a
pot belly who looks like somebody's dad or one of the Rolling Stones. Despite his nondescript appearance,
the
Irish singer delivered the live
performance of the year so far
on Friday ni~ht,
Although well known and
popular in folk circles for many
years as a solo artist and with
Planxty and Moving Hearts , his
star has risen recently in the wake
of The Pogues and perhaps even
Billy Bragg. However, in terms of
musicality, emotion and entertainment value he is streets ahead
of any of the young pretenders,
playing a brilliant one-and-a-half-

hour set completely unaided and
thoroughly deserving of the
encores the pleasingly large cr?wd
demanded . His humour was high·
lighted through his ad libs an~
songs such as Me and the Rose 01
Tralee and The Crack was 90 in the
Isle of Man while his serious side
was equally on display with the
controversial They Didn't Come
Home and a superb No Time For
Love among others, although his
Irish political songs were notable
by their absence.
Christy Moore is by no mean~
two-dimensional, however, an
the range in style, subject matter
and geography (Scotland, Ire·
land , England , El Salvad~'.·
South Africa, Spain, USA) of ~:
songs strongly under.line thi _
. while all are linked to his hurnan
b 'J!l
ity and earthiness .
And you won't catch 1
·shacked up with 13-year-old girls.
Andy Shellrer
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Jesse Garon and the Desperadoes' debut single Splashing Along was released last w k · t
after they we!1t to London to record a s~ssion for Janice Long. Andrew Tully, mem.:.. ~t::e
band and resident mega star of the Music Pages, recounts all ...

Splashing Out

:that

<CJazz

"Hi, Janice. "!'hat's t~e difference between me and Brian Cant? I can do this ... "
The BBC studios, Maida Vale. A long, low building in bedsit land a converted rollerskating rink. lns~de the .engineer is getting ratty, he's been here for five hours
surrounded ~y an mcompetent bunch of musicians and their friends who keep giggling,
the producer s had enough and buggered off, to be replaced by some pop star upstart
telling him what to do. As they argue over the reverb, he finally snaps.
"How would I know, I'm only the fucking engineer!"
Jesse Garon and the Desperadoes recording a session for Radio One in London. Four
tracks in a day, in a strange studio with a strange producer who would rather be
somewhere. else - probably Stringfellows, the trendy bastard! - the guitars keep
going out of tune or somebody makes a mistake. Rock 'n' roll, fifteen minutes, Mr
Warhol, please! Jesse Garon and the Desperadoes brightening up the dull suburbs of
North London.
We arrived at the studios an hour late - we had been held up in Hammersmith by
The Shop Assistants· decapitating their manager. Having set up the equipment in the
studio, we headed to the canteen. Scandal! Headlines in The News of the World! Do you
know what our licence fee money is squandered on? Subsidising the bloody BBC
canteen! Salad and chips, orange juice, a pot of tea and a chocolate bar for under a
pound! A bloody disgrace is what I call it! And who was sitting at the next table, Michael
York, the film star, wearing bloody flared trousers! Back to the studio, but not without
first sitting on all the toilet seats in the building, so that I can say I sat on the same toilet
as Michael York. Me and Madonna share the same relationship!
'

ART FARMER/BALL,
BILK, MELLY
Queen's Hall/Usher Hall

Well you might think George Melly: all rum and bum,
you've got a bit of James Jazi but where's the concertina?
overdose this week, what with
Photos: Paul Hutton
two concerts being reviewed.
You're lucky. I might have unsmudged line of the fluegelhorn
and the sparkling, crashing piano
gone to a third one.
solos of Dave Newton.
Art Farmer is a name. What I
am going to tell you is ontological
rather than semantical. Behind
that name is a man. He dresses
well - sharply but flashily. He
has a neat line in stage patter-he
says nothing (to say he was
taciturn would be making a mountain out of Mohammed). Now
you 're expecting some corny .line
from a western about how he lets
his gun do his talking for him.
Well keep on expecting because
Art Farmer doesn't play a gun , he
plays a fluegelhorn.
Together with a handy bunch of
locals Art managed to shake a little life into modern jazz. Not that
there is anything modern about
this kind of music any more; as
with most ariistic phenomena we
seem, rather confusingly, to be in
a post-modernist period - in a
couple of centuries I'm sure we'll
all look very presumptive. But
enough of this pretentious and
banal blethering. Friday night's
music was highly disciplined ,
always hanging onto the harmonic
feel , while the improvisation and
the song structures never got
repetitive. The highlights of the
concert were
the flowing

Left to right: Fran, Kevin, Margarita, Stewart, Andrew, all
waiting around for Angus the bass player.

On Monday night's triple bill
Kenny Ball came bottom , and
deservedly so. Since the collapse
of Pebble Mill at One , Kenny has
obviously hit hard times and can't
afford any decent musicians to
support his own meagre talent.
He 's stooped so far as to murder
lovely melodies like "I'm the King
.of the Swingers" . A sort of
metaphor for Britain's post-war
industrial decline and Bolton
Wanderer's performance since
1981.

After Kenny Ball, Acker Bilk
appeared quite staggering. His
patter's better, his music's better,
but his dress sense is just as bad.
Yes , he played Stranger on the
Shore. Fortunately, unlike Kenny
Ball , he didn't play All You Need
ls Love. Paul McCartney should
sue.
George Melly walked on stage,
looking like two green Ford Sierras. To the near rabid applause of
Edinburgh's pensionabie community he sang a song about
penises arid another one about
shit on the pavement. He was
dead good ; Kenny Ball would
have been good dead.
James Jazz

. Photo: Paul Hutton

First of all we laid down the backing tracks to all the songs, the guitars kept going out
of tune tempers frayed as did collars, let me off the rock 'n' roll bandwagon, Eddie!
We ev;ntually recorded the four tracks with the guitars out of tune, punk rock! Then
the overdubs, geetar solos, vocals, feedback, joke(?). This is where Douglas Hart ca~e
into his own adding his ideas to ours. Once everything had been recorded, an~ther tnp
to the canteen; it was at this point that Barry Andrews, the BBC producer, p1ss~d off,
leaving the mixing to Douglas. Hoorah! The rest of us went f?r a wande~ round !he res~
of the studios, jamming with the BBC Symphony O_rchestra 1~ the massive Studio ~ne.
Janice rang up during the show to ask how the session was gomg, and no, I haven t got
a girlfriend, Janice! We finally wrapped things up a~ou~ eleven o'cloc~. The ~BC don't
allow you to take a copy of the session in case you give rt. to other radio statmns. Once
the session has been broadcast you can buy the rights to 1t off the BBC for hundreds ?f
pounds. For ten hours work in the studio, Jesse Garon and the Desperad.oes got paid
£450, plus another £100 when the session is repeated. However, money will buy you a
" ... and Brian Cant!"
bed but not sleep! Rock out!
Andrew Tully

Art Farmer
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PETER CASE
Teviot Bar

Sunday evening dilemma in
George Square - whether to
go for free wine at the
Catholic Chaplaincy or free
entertainment in Teviot.
After some deep spiritual reevaluation, I had no choice
but to take myself along to
Peter Case and blame it on the
boogie.
Happy Hour in Teviot bar had
the assembled bunch of students
well tanked up and in just about
the right mood to appreciate Peter
Case. Hailed as the new Dylan
and the new Buddy Holly(!), and
a lot of other twaddle in the music
press, Case is at his best in a cosy
venue with a "hey, brother" laid-

back atmosphere and a few pints
in him. So the evening went well
and everyone joined in with A
Pair of Brown Eyes (yes, the old
Pogues classic) and he came back
on twice. He plays the harmonica
brilliantly, and his music is tuneful
folk and blues, but much more
than that. However, you can bore
yourselves titless readin~ about
him in every other pubhcat10n,
apart from maybe Which?
Lawnmower, so just remember
the important thing about tonight.
It was fun and it was FREE and
you should have been queueing
the whole way across Bristo
Square to get in. Make re~ara
tions now: buy Case's new smgle
Steel Strings and keep the 30th
free for The Men They Couldn't
Hang.
Magnolia O'Toole

SCHLITZ JAZZ SOUNDS 1986
THE BEST YOUNG JAZZ BANDS IN BRITAIN
DONALD LANG QUINTET
WELCOME TO EDINBURGH
WHERE WILL YOU BUY YOUR
BROWN RICE NOW?

REAL FOODS offer the best selr....,uon of
natural foods in town . Everything 1uu coiJld
want plus things you've never heard of! Try
some organically grown w ine - thirty dif·
ferent varieties experiment with
Japanese foods - largest importer in the
UK - sample vegetarian haggis. enjoy our
own brand oatcakes and wholemeal
shortbreads.

DROP INTO REAL FOODS
27 Broughton St. or 8 Brougham St.
5571911
2281651
(nr. top Leith Walk)
Tollcross

WE'U HELP YOU FEEL AT HOME

GREENROOM
CELTIC JAZZ
Friday 24th October, 10 p.m.
Queen's Hall, Clerk Street.

Special Student Offer:
Tickets £1.50 (£2 Off!)
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Lothian Rd .
229 3030
TOP GUN
The tale of a hunky fighter pilot :
Tom Cruise, who falls in love
with his teacher. A real stars and
stripes movie, as our hero
clamours to be THE top gun,
President and God himself, with
Kelly McGillis as his adoring
spouse.
HIGHLANDER
2.35, 5.25, 8.15
Christopher Lambert plays an
immortal in New York, who originated, believe it or not in a Highland village. Sean Connery plays
the Man who would seem to be
Immortal come to do Battle with
Chris.
POLTERGEIST 2
2.35, 5.25. 8. 15
Last day to do and see the gunge
fly.

557 0436
A TTACK OF THE
50 FOOT WOMAN
ERASERHEAD
Pleasance
24 Oct; 6.45, 9.10
Great 50s Sci-Fi movie about an
oversized lady, followed by the
cult film about a couple and their
very odd baby.
SHAKESPEARE WALLAH
SPELLBOUND
George Square Theatre
28 Oct; 6.45, 9.00
The adventures of an AngloIndian theatre company in India,
performing Shakespeare, followed by Hitchcock's masterpiece
of suspense. It also includes a
dream sequence by Salvidor Dali.
ELEMENT OF CRIME
DETECTIVE
George Square Theatre
29 Oct; 6.45, 8.40
A detective seeks a psycho killer in
a futuristic rundown Europe. The
second film is a Jean Luc Godard
film about B-movie men and
women. With Nathalie Baye.

SHANGHAI SURPRISE
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Yes! She's back? Scrummy (7)
Madonna teams up with hubby
Sean Penn to play Missionary. ::---::--=::---:-::-~::._-=---=:...:.
No comment. Apaprently her South Clerk St.
'Italians do it better' T-shirt in her 667 7331
last video was a direct comment CINDERELLA
on Penn's acting . You'll all go More sex, violence and perversion this week. The Odeon really
and see it anyway, won't you?
gets mto the heavy stuff for the
students this week. Take a hankie
but don't go alone!
ALIENS
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Lothian Rd.
The last sole survivor of the first
228 2688
session of gut-crushing returns
YELLOW EARTH
to the planet of the eggs to try to
Oct. 25. 6.00, Oct. 24, 25, 4.45, oblierate them for good. More
6.45, 8.45 Oct 26-28 6.45, 8.45
action than the original. Don't
How to see China without a men- bring up too much popcorn!
tion of the Royal Family or slitty MONA LISA
eyes. A true Oriental masterpiece 2. 15, 5.45, 8.30
set in the pre-war days that The seedier side of London is
depicts a soldiers involvement shown in this movie starring (my
with a Chinese family.
name is) Michael Caine and Bob
Hoskins as underworld baddies
WHEN THE WIND BLOWS
living off crime and prostitution'.
Oct. 23, 8.00
An excellent film so get down
The film of the book and the play.
there I
Jim and Hilda Bloggs, resplendant in glorious animated
technicolour, set out to avoid
anihilation in iminent nuclear
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war.

MOON IN THE GUTTER
Oct 23-24, 2.30
Hold onto your seat boys, it's
Nasstasja Kinski in a dramatic
tale of rape, revenge and reincarnation.Jean-Jaques Beinix's Follow-up to 'Diva'.
SUGAR BABY
Oct 26-29, 6.45, 8.45
Fat Cat Marianne succeeds in
trapping her man and luring him
to her den where she coddles
him with food and sex. Not a
feminist film!
RUMBLE FISH
Oct 27-28, 2.30
Francis Ford Copolla's monoc1ome movie and Stewart Cope- land's multi tone soundtrack on a
futuristic tale of gangland bikers
obsessed with themselves.
'

WORKSHOP
34 Hamilton Place
225 5425
LAUGHTER FROM THE OTHER
SIDE
28Oct-1 Nov; 7.30 pm
£2 (cone £1 .50)
By Noel Greig. The performance
on Thursday evening is part of a
double bill with Theatre Workshop's
theatre-in-education
programme,
" UNDER
THE
INFLUENCE" which starts at 7
pm. Noel Greig's new play is
both passionate and funny as it
explores the friendship between
two boys as they grow older and
are forced into separation. (A plot
which is not dissimilar to that all
time epic by Sir Rolf Harris; "Two
Little Boys " .
THE SILENT VOICES SPEAK OUT
29 Oct; 8.45 pm
£1
Performed by Theatre Centre
Women's Workshops. A play
which delves deep into one of the
mysteries of human inclination,
(and I don't mean the mystery of
how DHT manages to stay
upright during the infamous
Edinburgh winds which doth
blow ... ) and ponders the question : "Do you believe that written
history records 'the truth'?"
Answers on postcards only
please.
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2 Leven St.
229 1201
THE LAST OF THE MOH ICANS
20-24 Qct;
pm
From t4.50 (cone. £3.50)
Presented by the New Vic
Theatre Company.
GISELLE
28 Oct.-1 Nov; 7.30 pm
From £3-£12. Students half price
Performed by The Scottish Ballet:
SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN
DWARFS
21-25Oct;' 10.30 am and 2.30 pm
£3

po

225 9873
WOODCUTTER
29 Oct; 1 pm
75p members, £1 .50 non-members
Adapted from Moliere's play. Go
and see our own theatre company in action, and you can have
lunch as well.

TRAVERSE
112 Westbow Grassmarket
225 2633
DREAMING OF BABYLON
Til 26 Oct; 7.30 pm
Non-members £4, members
£3.50, consc. £2
Adapted from Richard Bratigan's
novel, and is part of the "pick of
the festival fringe • season. ·
BURKE&HARE
28 Oct-2 Nov; 7.30 pm
Presented by Theatre Co-operative, fresh from its success at the
Fringe, Patrick Evans' superb play
about Edinburgh's Body Snatchers. Do not miss.
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Grindlay Street
229 9697
THE GRAND EDINBURGH FIRE
BALLOON
Til 7 Nov; 7.45 pm
From £2.50
By Andrew Dallmeyer. This play
focuses on James Tytler: the first
man in Britain to fly in a balloon .
Before the historic event, we fi"nd
James pondering about whether
his "organs will expand" as he
floats up ... No comments please .

NETHERBOW
43 High St.
556 9579
ONE CHAPATl-TWO CHAPATI
By Howard Purdie, and;
THE INCARCERATION OF ANNIE
By Rebecca Ronson
28 Oct-1 Nov; 7 .30 pm
£2.50 (cone. £1 .50)

EXHIBS
NETHERBOWO p EN E y E
G
A L L E R Y

43 High Street
Mon-Sat 10-4.30 pm
til Nov. 22
JANINE ROLLAND- paintings :
PhotoJAN STANKIEWICZ graphs.

TORRANCE
GALLERY
29b Dundas street
556 6366
Weekdays 11-6, Sat 10.30-4
Til Nov. 1
TREVOR LOCKIE - would you
believe it - more sculptures there seems to be an epidemic at
the moment.
JAMES HAWKINS- paintings.

TALBOT RICE
GALLERY
Old College, South Bridge
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
Til oct. 25
BALTIC TALES IN WOOD _
s~ulptures from the Latvian born
Z1gnds Sapietis.

75 Cumberland Street
557 1020
Mon-Fri 10-6 pm, Sat 10-4 pm
Til Oct. 23
IAN FLEMING RSA, BSW, RWA,
LLD - after that list of letters
there _isn't much room to write
anything else. This exhib is a visual diary of the war years.
~OB RAIRLEY - recent paintings.

F L y. I N G
COLOURS
35 William Street
225 6776
Tues-Fri 11-6, Sat 10-1
A new gallery showing contemporary works from Scotland and
Italy- anything makes a change
from the Queen in China I guess.

FRUITMARKET
GALLERY

A standard £1 .50 student ro-from Sunday to Thu rsday.
cost you £2.60. All cinemas ~

DOMINIC
Students pay £1 .20 fo r all pe·
The only exception is the late.
only non-smoking part of the
shut on Sundays.

FILM HO

Matinees cost 50p ; early evi.
£1 .20. These tickets are only a
mance starts. No concessio
you can book these in adv
cinemas.
Members get in free to all
can be purchased in adva
week and from the Postgr
Place, at the weekend. Mem

BED LA

All tickets for lunchtime pro&.
your consumption . M e mbe~
allows reductions on all tic~
are h!lld every Monday at ~
interested in any aspect of Be

TRAVEFl
Exclusive offer this year foi
which allows many benefit•
Sunday performance ; £2 fori
before performance ; free ent
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCEU

They offer a plastic card cost
two tickets at concessi ona~
ma nee). Check at box office ~

ESCA

Edinburgh Student Ch arities!
(225 4061) contrary to this )f
offices at any time during off
time secretary, or alte rn ative~

SNC>
Students are welcomed in t
Orchestra concerts at the U~
available from 7 pm each Fri~

CAMEO _

Afternoon shows cost £1 .20.!
pm) are £2.70.

· S.R.C.
BY-ELECTION
· GU·I DE

1

S.R.C. BYE-ELECTION GUIDE
This insert is an official advertisement taken out by the EUSA Executive. t·n no w_ay
does it relate to the content of Student newspaper, the editorial comment of whi.ch
remains entirely independent.EUSA Executive

POLLING STATIONS
CHAMBERS STREET HOUSE
DAVID HUME TOWER BASEMENT
DICK VET
JCMB
KB UNION
KB CENTRE (NORTH ENTRANCE)
LAW FACULTY OFFICE

10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-2.30 pm
10.00 am-3.30 pm
10.00 am-2.30 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-2.30 pm
10.00 am-2.30 pm

LIBRARY COFFEE ROOM
MEDICAL LIBRARY
NEW COLLEGE
POLLOCK HALLS REFECTORY
STUDENT CENTRE CONCOURSE
TEVIOT ROW HOUSE
WILLIAM ROBERTSON BUILDING
APPLETON TOWER

i 0.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-2.30 pm
5.30 pm-7.00 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-2.30 pm
·1 0.00 am-2.30 pm

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS CONVENER
ADRIAN LEA

DONALD FORRESTER
THE ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE IS ONE
THAT IS STILL VERY MUCH OPEN TO EXPLORATION. A CON·
VENER WITH ENERGY, EXPERIENCE OF UNIVERSITY COMMUN·
ITY PROJECTS AND A GOOD KNOWLEDGE OF EDINBURGH IS
ESSENTIAL IF IT IS TO CREATE & FULFIL ITS POTENTIAL AS A
RICH SOURCE OF MUTUAL BENEFIT TO BOTH STUDENTS &
COMMUNITY. l'VE LIVED IN EDINBURGH FOR MOST OF THE
LAST EIGHT YEARS AND HAVE MANY CONTACTS THROUGHOUT THE CITY WHILE WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY l'VE BEEN
INVOLVED IN CHV (CH ILDREN$ HOLIDAY VENTURE) ANO THE
UNIVERSITY SETTLEMENT MENTAL HEALTH CLUBS.
AS CONVENER 1'0 HAVE TWO MAIN JOBS - TO INVOLVE STUDENTS IN THE TOWN & TO
INVOLVE THE TOWN IN THE UNIVERSITY, TO THESE ENDS I WOULD PUSH FOR A VARIETY OF
POLICIES SUCH AS GREATER ACCESS TO UNIVERSITY SPORTS FACILITIES FOR EDINBURGH
PEOPLE DURING THE HOLIDAYS (ANO FREE ACCESS FOR THE UNEMPLOYED), USE OF OUTDOOR CENTRES BY CHARITY GROUPS, PUSHING FOR THE DEFENCE & EXPANSION OF EXTRA·
MURALSTUOIES, PROMOTION OF ANO COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COMMUNITY PROJECTS
SUCH AS SCAG, CHV, NIGHTUNE & UNIV. SETTLEMENT, COMMUNICATING INFORMATION
ABOUT VOLUNTARY PLACES OUTSIDE UNIVERSITY CONNECTED PROJECTS LOOKING FOR
WAYS OF ENCOURAGING AND EXPANDING ESCAS ACTIVITIES. TO MAKE COMMUNITY
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE ONE THAT DOES THINGS NEEDS A CONVENER WITH KNOWLEDGE OF
UNIVERSITY & TOWN, ENTHUSIASM & DEDICATION. I FEEL I HAVE ALL THESE & HOPE YOU
WILL BE ABLE TO VOTE FOR ME.

COROUODALE
Faculty Council? What can it
do for you?
- it can ensure that your
Department and Faculty listen to you on issues like

I can offer experience of the SAC and EUSA as a whole, firm
principles. a commitment to hard work, and new and
imaginative ideas.
Vote MacCorquodale

LIAISON - TO WORK WITH, AND PROVIDE BACKING FOR,
STUDENT GROUPS WORKING IN THE COMMUNITY.

AS STUDENTS WE HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO USE OUR TALENTS TO HELP THE COMMUNITY
IN WHICH WE LIVE. ONLY THEN WILL THAT COMMUNITY RESPECT AND RESPOND TO OUR
NEEDS AND PROBLEMS, ONLY BY WORKING IN THE COMMUNITY CAN WE DISPEL THE
UNCARING IMAGE OF STUDENTS.
PERHAPS, MORE THAN ANY OTHER STUDENT COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY AFFAIRS RELIES ON
ITS CONVENER FOR ITS SENSE OF DIRECTION. THIS MAKES THE CHOICE OF CONVENER EVEN
MORE IMPORTANT.
VOTE FOR ACTION -VOTE FOR ME!

THE 1 FOR THE JOB
Last year I was elected
Faculty Secretary.

LiDrary provision, course
content, working facilities
and continual assessment.
- it can ensure that EUSA and the University both fight for
things like no loans and a decent grant, fair access to Uni·
vars ity for all groups, a secure future for Social Sciences,
adequate funds for all Higher and Further Education, the
maintenance of the architecture Department.
- it can help Class Reps to keep you in touch with EUSA. It
is your Association butit can only work for you if it keeps
you informed and actively seeks your views.
- It can do this by surveys, info desks, more interesting
meetings, regular class announcements and good
imaginative publicity; letting you know about us and us
about you.
- it can get you a decent faculty scarf, a proper nameforthe
Library. cheaper coffee in DHT Basement, free fags in the
library Coffee Bar, the repatriation of all yas and Tories.
Seriously, as a Labour Student I am not only committed to
working for progressive policies as outlined above. I also
want to get you more influence over EUSA's priorities and
work. Labour has a slogan - " Putting people first " which I
see as my priority for this year.

2.

CAMPAIGNING - TO FIGHT ON ISSUES S,UCH AS BENEFIT
CUTS, EDUCATION CUTS. HOSPITAL CLOSURES. BUS SERVICES, UNEMPLOYMENT AND POVERTY. ALL ARE
ISSUES WITH SERIOUS IMPLICATIONS FOR BOTH STUDENTS ANO THE COMMUNITY.

CHARLES
PRIDGEON

Mac-

TO PROVIDE INFORMATION - TO STUDENTS TELLING
THEM ABOUT THE COMMUNITY, AND ABOUT HOW THEY
CAN GET INVOLVED.
- TO THE COMMUNITY
.
TELLING THEM WHAT FACILITIES WE HAVE TO OFFER THEM .

3.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONVENER.
DON

1.

This year - SOCIAL
SCIENCE CONVENER.
The 1 thing that hampers facu lty decisions most is
apathy; and my 1st concern is to inject some energy
and enthusiasm into the job. My prime concern is that
Social Scientist are actively and effectively represented, and there is no 1 better suited for the job
than me.
Once elected, I keep people informed:
Changes in Courses - Degree and career related
information - close ties with staff-student liaisons
and above all : Open to suggestions, comments and
questions. Not just an anonymous hack-1 of you.

RETURNED UNOPPOSED
Accommodation ConvenerDavid Blackall
Law Faculty Representative 1st YearMike Upton
Science Faculty Representative 1st YearLorna Matheson
Catriona M. MacMillan
Postgraduate Representative 1stYearGiles Laverack
Ben Paecheter
Medical Students' Council Representative
2nd YearAlice Seaborne
Ewen Stewart
Science Students' Council Treasurer Euan Tennant

VOTE 1 TODAY - YOUR FIRST CHOICE
CHARLES PRIDGEON 1

Social Science Students' Council Treasurer Neil Phimister

THE 1 FOR THE JOB

MEDICINE 2nd and Subsequent Years -1 Seat
BALATHWAL
On issues from clinical grants and the Phase Ill
timetable to student loans medical students
need a strong representative on the SAC. The
representative must be accessible and able to
gauge medics' opinion .
I feel I have the qualities to do this job and hope
you will vote for me.

PAUL ANDREW

scan

I intend to represent the opinions of
the majority of medical students
thus ensuring a balanced view point.'

ARTS 1st YEAR
DOUGLAS
ALEXANDER

I'm a History and·Politics student. I would
wo rk t o improve the services and campa igns of E.U .S.A. As a Labour student, I
oppose cuts in education spending and
the proposed loan-system. I'm ;ilso not a
"ya " - okay?

3 Seats

FIONA
COOK

As a Labour Student candidate I am standing·for
election to the S.R.C. because I believe I can represent the views of first Year Arts students.
My main concerns are improving grants, maintaining housing benefit and rejecting the loans
scheme.
If you agree please give me your vote.

EDWARD DOUGLAS
McCABE

If elected, I give you my pledge that I will
fight any cutbacks, particularly in the
Arts Faculty. I will urge a common sense
INDEPENDENT points of view, which I
believe will help our case with the General Public.

MEDICINE 1st Year

I am standing, as a Labour Student, forth~ positions
of first year SRC rep. If I am elected I will actively
campaign on issues like
- Education cuts
-Student loans
- Poll tax
- Ending the Chem istry Course.
.
And, of course, any other problems people bring
me.

I'd like to have this job because I'm interested in
the mechanics of the Students' Association - it
will be fun being involved in the behind-thescenes workings of university life.
More importantly, I'd be glad having the opportunity of speaking up for us, the students, making
our voice heard.

JEFFREY SINTON

If successful in being elected to Edinburgh
S.R.C. I promise to represent all students to be
best of my ability. I'm implacably opposed to
the introduction of any form of loan system. I
ask you to act in your own interests.
Vote Ed McCabe, you know it makes sense.

GRAHAM
CLARK

SIMON
NICOLAS
JAMES

1 Seat

ANDREWD.
JAMIESON

THE MEDICS ALREADY KNOW ME AS THE
INSTIGATOR OF THE WILDEST PUB CRAWL
OF FRESHER'S WEEK. NOW I PLAN TO
FURTHER MY INVOLVEMENT IN STUDENT
POLITICS. I PROMISE TO DO MY BEST TO REPRESENT THE VIEWS OF MEDICS AND STUDENTS IN GENERAL. PLEASE TURN OUT AND
ELECT ME ON THE 23rd .

DAVID
WATIS

"THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: ARE YOU
GOING TO VOTE FOR ME, OR FOR
MORE TWO HOUR SESSIONS . OF
EDWINA CURRIE VIDEOS?"

SCIENCE 2nd and Subsequent years
DAVE
GORDON

As your Science representative I will endeavour
to express YOUR VIEWS ON THE ISSUES THAT
AFFECT YOU :
+ Grant cut s and student loans
+ KB mini bus
+ Library facilities
I will fight for YOUR views
VOTE GORDON (1)

ADRIAN
LEA

Why Vote for Me?
Because I'm an ordinary Science student, just
like you, with your problems. Give me the
chance to tell the people in power what ¥2..!:!.
think!
Vote for Yourse,lf!
Vote for Me!

1 Seat
JOHN
WILKIN

I believe that affairs directly related to
Edinburgh University are the sole responsibility of EUSA and if elected I shall do
what I can to prevent the wastage of EUSA
resources on national and international
political issues irrelevantto the University.

SOCIAL SCIENCE 1st Year-2 Seats
PETER
KAUFMAN

I, Peter Kaufman , seeking election to the posit ion of Social Science Faculty Representative because I have decided against passively allowing decisions about student life
to be made for me. I elected, I shall strive to
m y utmost to influence university policy on
behalf of all University students. Thank you.

COLIN
RAMAGE

When, or perhaps I should say if, I am elec_ted
to the Students' Representative Council , I
pledge to carry out my duties diligently and
express the views and concerns of all students who approach me. Vote for the rep that
cares, vote for the scottish Rep, Vote for
Colin Ramage.

DAVID
SEN

THIS IS IT!
A ONCE IN A LIFETIME,
NEVER TO BE REPEATED OFFER !
Why should YOU vote for this candidate?
He's approved by independent research .
all his friends recommended horn!
He's free from political factions' control.
He's willing to work enthusiastically for YOU
and represent YOUR interest forcefully . .
VOTE SEN

'
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VOTE
TODAY

UNIVENTSM US I C
THUR 23 OCT MON 27 OCT THUR 23 OCT SAT 25 OCT
PARK ROOM DISCO
Teviot Park Room
1pm
"This House would put a Page
Three in Student."
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
6th Level Common Room
1.10pm
Informal lunchtime recital from
the
Edinburgh
Renaissance
Group.
ANTI-APARTHEID SOCIETY
Chaplaincy Centre
5pm
"The Dadoo-Nakker Scholarship
Campaign ".
ONE WORLD WEEK MEAL
Chaplaincy Centre
6pm
Food, music and video assured.
SCIENCE FOR PEOPLE GROUP
Outside the Postgrads' Union.
6pm
Meet in in Buccleuch Place for the
Cockenzie Power Station visit.
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Room, Pleasance
7.30 pm
Many ideas to set up a wildlife gar-

ows (Sunday-Friday) cost
30 minutes before perforor main evening films but
.20. Non-smoki ng in both

nces. Guest tickets (£1 .25)
y Union Shop during the
nts' Union, 24 Buccleuch
1s on sale at all shows.
include soup and bread for
he Bedlam is £2.00, which
lam Comm ittee meetings
in the theatre. Anyone
always welcome.

E
ership: £4 for four years,
inclu de a free ticket to any
tsta ndby ticket 10 minutes
averse Bar and many other

which allows you to claim
(£1 off cost of any perfor1ls.
I are in 17/19 Guthrie Street
Student Diary. Pop into the
urs to meet Linda, the fullne her.
ire to all Scottish National
all. Tickets cost £2 and are
ening.

~'E:'Vv :>COTLAND COUNTRY
DANCE SOCIETY
Chaplaincy Centre
4pm
The TLS Editorial Board up here
today answering queries on all
aspects of publishing. A booksigning session promised
MEGA DISCO
Teviot Row Union
3 pm-2am
Happy Hour (9-10)
CELLAR BAR DISCO
Chambers St Union
8-1 am
Start your Happy Hour wanderings here: 8-9 pm.
CLUBKASUMO
Potter row
7.30 pm
All standards here: you won't feel
inadequate .. . .
EU JAZZ CLUB
Pleasance Bar
Bpm
VIDEO NIGHT
Potterrow
8-1 am
Horror night at Potterrow

FRI 24 OCT
POETRY SOCIETY
Highland Room, Pleasance
8-1 am
The ever-popular Club Kasumo
features Article 9 upstairs tonight.
Get a cheap pint first between 8.30
and 9.30.

SAT250CT
CONTEMPORARY DANCE
WORKSHOP
Pleasance Theatre
10-12 noon; 1.30-3.30 pm
Beginners: don't be too intimidated no inherent mastery
needed - "individuality" is the
watchword : £2 for the day.
ESCA RAG MAG LAUNCH
Chambers St Union
7.30-1 am
Enter the Spaghetti Eating Competition; take part in the Slave
Auction; if nothing else, partici,pate in Happy Hour (9-10): Charlie
McNair and his Jazz Band will fea\ure throuah the night.

SUN260CT
METH SOC
Nicolson Square Church
8pm
A report on last autumn's
weekend away: "Laetare '85".
HAPPY HOUR
Teviot Row Union
8-9pm
Likelihood of jazz to accompany
th
H

JOHN OTWAY
Theatre Workshop, Hamilton
Place
8pm ; £2.50
The start of a three night run for
that 'wacky English eccentric'.
THE PROCLAIMERS
Nicky Tams, Victoria St.
From now on, every Thursday
night, you can bet blitzed while
listening to The Housemartins
support band.
WEE YELLOW RIP
Moray House, Student Union
Benefitfor Namibia. So if you feel
like supporting a good cause, or
even if you don 't , get along there.
DEJA VU
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley
9,30 pm; Free
SHETLAND FIDDLERSWest End
Hotel, Palmerston Place
Even ing .
FRIENDS OF SCOTIISH OPERA
WITH JUSTERINI AND BROOKS
Queen 's Hall
7.30 pm ; £3
Friend or Foe? It doesn't matter,
just pop along and join in the
wine tasting.

CONSERVATIVE SOCIETY
Middle Reading Room, Teviot
Row
1 pm
Ian Mccrone is today's Monday
lunch speaker: he's chairman of
the Scottish Candidates Selection
Committee.
SCAG
Wilkie House
7pm
Fancy dress attire for the Hallowe'en Partv.
FRIENDS OF PALESTINE
Debating Hall, Teviot Row
7pm
Andre Rosenthal (alias Israel's
Iron Fist) speaking on Palestinian
rights.
BALLET CLASS
Chambers St Ballroom
7-8pm
THIRD WORLD FIRST
Cheviot Room, Pleasance
7.30pm
Jeremy Legg giving the rundown
on the Namibian Fast: that's 50
hours from tomorrow.
PERFORMANCE GROUP
REHEARSAL
Chambers St Ballroom
8-9.30 pm
All classes from now on : feel
you've saved yourself a pound :
anyone can still join in.

EDINBURGH
ORCHESTRA
Queen 's Hall
7.30 pm; £2.50
BALD CORMORANT
Lord Darnley
3 pm; Free
THE CATERAN
Moray House

SUN260CT
HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS
Playhouse
is SOLD-OUT.
BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley
9.30 pm ; Free
THE SCOTIISH SINGERS AND
SCOTIISH SINFONIETIA
Queen's Hall
7.30 pm ; £2.50
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall

MON 27 OCT
IRON MAIDEN
Playhouse
7.30 pm ; £5.50, £6.50
DR FEELGOOD
Preservation Hall
7 pm; £3.50
PETE MURPHY
George Square Theatre
8 om: £4
ENDELLION STRING QUARTET
Queen 's Hall
7.45 pm ; £2.50-£5.50

FRI 24 OCT

THESTRANGLERS
XMAL DEUTSCH LAND
Playhouse
LATIN AMERICA
7.30 pm
SOLIDARITY SOCIETY
Mellowed by old age, The
Chaplaincy Centre; SR 1
Stranglers have become very
1-2pm
much a POP group.
Lunchtime video on the NicaraTHE HOUSEMARTINS
guan issue.
THE PROCLAIMERS
PORTICO SOCIETY AGM
Assembly Rooms
Architecture Lecture Room 1
7 pm; £4
1-2pm
JOHN OTWAY
Wine on offer: an extra incentive See Thursday 23
to turn up to the Portico's AGM.
THE ROOTSIE TOOTSIE BAND
LABOUR CLUB
Preservation Hall
Chaplaincy Centre; SRll
9 pm; Free
5.15pm
SNO
A speaker and time for sub- Usher Hall
sequent discussion on " Women, 7.30 pm; £2-£8
Work and the Next Labour Gov- Mozart and Salieri for openers
ernment".
KING KURT
CONTEMPORARY CLASS
Jailhouse
Chambers St Ballroom
6.15-7.15pm

TUES280CT

TUES 28 OCT
IRON MAIDEN
See Monday 27
BALD CORMORANT
Lord Darnley
9.30 pm; Free
MISTY IN ROOTS
Coasters
SCOTIISH ENSELBLE
Queen 's Hall
7.45 pm ; £2.50, £3

SAT250CT

LIZASCOTI
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
JOHN OTWAY
See Thursday 23.

MODERN DANCE
Beginners 7.30-8.30 pm
Non-Beginners 8.30-9.30 pm
SCOTIISH NATIONALIST
ASSOCIATION
Teviot Middle Reading Room
7.30 pm
The emerging issue of "Racism in
Scotland" : Mohammed Ahran.

LIGHT

WED290CT
THE MEN THEY COULDN 'T
HANG
WE FREE KINGS
Teviot Row
THE PROCLAIMERS
Nicky Tams
Free See Thursday 23
THE BLOCK BROTHERS
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
WASP
Playhouse
7.30 pm:.£4, £5

IFlILMHOUSE
PATRON : BELL'S SCOTCH WHISKY

WED290CT

:inema 1

MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10pm
Father Denis Geraghty: "Isaac Obedience is Better than- Sacrifice".
STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
Chaplaincy Centre
7.30pm
How missions and evangelism.
relate to life in the 1980s.
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow
8pm

flAN l15)

88 LOTHIAN ROAD

Llot1I Sat 26
7.30 Sun 1310 Wed ;5 and Mon Z' .J We~ 23
4.00 and 7.30 Thu 17 to Sun 20 and Thu 24 to Sal 26

t.kira Kurosawa 's epic transposition of King Lear into a feudal Japanese
setting. The g reat Lord Hidetora finally arrives al madness and despair
amid the bloc J of <>moke of battle.
Cinema 2

Wed 16 to Sat 19 4.45, 6.45 and 8.45 !Also 2.45 Sat 191

STREETWISE (151
This films follows up a Life magazine article on the dispossessed street
kids of Seattle, and they talk frankly about their experiences in child
prostitutio'n. pimping, drugs, prison, scavening and hustling for dimes.
Cine mo 2

Sun 20 to Tue 22 5.45 and 8.15

VERTIGO (PGI

Hitchcock's study of dementia and romantic obsession starring
James Stewart and Kim Novak.
Cinema 1
Mon 21 to Wed 23 at 5.30
A PRIVATE FUNCTION (151
Malcolm Mobray's delightful black (market) comedy about a
-hiropodist and his relentlessly socially i'mbitious wife cou ld put you
off ch')colates and pork for the rest of your life.

EU DEBATES COMMITTEE
are inviting speakers for
MAIDEN SPEAKERS'
COMPETITION
Wednesday 12th November
1
Anyone who has not yet spoken in
University competition eligible.
Entries to be in by Thursday 6th ·
Nov. Pick up form from EUSA
office.

I

Cinem• 2

Wed 23 at 6.00 and 8.30

FINYE - THE WIND 1151
Political cinema w ith charm , and one of the best African films of ret::enl
years.

50p Maunees week : STREETWISE (Thu 171, RAN (Fri 18 and Wed 231,
VERTIGO (Tue 221

Form and Colour

THE SCOTTISH
BESTIARY AND JAMES
MACDONALD
AQUATINTS
Tbje Printmakers Workshop;
until 15thNov.

EXHIBITIONS
WILLIAM SCOTT:

A RETROSPECTIVE
Gallery of Modern Art ;
until 23rd Nov
"I hould like to combine a sensual eroticism with a starkness of
style which should be instinctive
and uncontrived. "
William Scott's comment on his
art is well worth bearing in mind
concerning the restrospective
exhibition of his work at the

Narional Gallery of Modern Arr.
Some 100 paintings and drawings
by the 73-year-old, Greenockborn artist, recognised as one of
the major innovators and leading
lights of Briti h abstract art, have
oeen gathered together for th,e rather than the people and scenes
occasion , representing Scotts shown seem to be the true suboutput from the '30s until the pre- jects of the paintings. Composisent day . These reveal a dialectic tions in this period are bare but for
between austerity and sensuality a few untelling props. The results
as a constant theme of develop- are bold , uncluttered works of
ment for Scott, in addition to his startling simplicity which . are
lifelong fascination with still life nevertheless sensuous in their
subject matter.
.
celebration of form and colour.
His early works , although still
The majority of works from the
very much in the world of representative reality, in portraits, late ' 40s onwards are still life
figure compositions and .land- arrangements of kitchen utensils.
scapes, herald Iatera bstractt onm Scott finds these interesting in
their love of simplified , geometn- that they are completely disincised form. played against flat teresting to him - they provide
expanses of colour. The influence contrast of forms without distractof Cezanne and Modigliani is evi- ing associations. They are given
dent. In fact , form and colour erotic significance through their

These two exhibitions show the
wide range of possibilities available to the artist in th~ medium of
printmaking. Downstairs , seven
Scottish artists have produced The
Scottish Bestiary in collaboration
with the writer and poet George
Mackay Brown, each artist proving how versatile etching. and
lithography can be. Upstairs, a
series of aqua tints by James
Md>onald show how size, colour
and technical brilliance can make
pieces of hardware into images of
monumental presence.
The Scottish Bestiary features
19 mythological , extinct and indigenous beasts particular to Scotland . June Redfern's Lion, Seal
and Wolf are powerful two-colour
arrangements , seeming to take on lithographs. John Bellany's linear
male and female form.
etchings of Eagle, Wildcat and
Scott has long felt an affinity Grouse are simple , yet intense ; in
with primitive art, admiring its contrast to the prints of Adrian
tactile quality , its flatness and its Wisznieloski. Unicorn portrays a
eroticism , and this interest isobvi- Pan-like figure recumbent, almost
ous in his completely abstract camouflaged in foliage with a
work - canvases are gouged, thorn spouting from his forehead.
smeared and cracked like ancient Alternatively , Dragon shows up
tablets. The paint surface itself the clothed human form of a boy
becomes subject matter. Pots and · as he holds the dragon struggling
pans from his still lives are incor- to break free. The dragon's feaporated ,
transmuted
with tures merge into the surrounding
· ag1·t a t.ion an d
lozenges an dbl o bs,an d , Iacki nga scenery , etch.mg its
position in space, they lie on the distincting itself from the buman
picture plane.
intruder. Bruce McLean 's works
are
distinctive
monochrome
Assunta Del Priore
lithographs
depicting
Stoorworm Salmon and S ider.

Alternatively ,
James
McDonald's aquatints produce a
stark reality of human life . The
smaller compositions not only
accentuate the glowering difference between black and white
but also of hard and soft. Th~
strong , heavy metal of tools
found at the artist's grandmother's farmhouse, opposed yet
linked with the romantic touch of
Victorian postcards , Bridge or

The Kiss Kiss pecades.

Dragon -

Adrian Wiszniewski

His larger workers have singled
out images such as a nail or hammer and made them into metallic
megaliths , even a six-foot feather
emerges into a timeless mo nument.
The titles add an alternative
viewpoint to these solid objects,
but take them or leave them,
McDonald 's after a purely personal response .
Alison Brown

'i;;;;;~~;.iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~"""";s~h;al~e~'s"""j;pe;rfrt,o~rm;;;a~nc;e~is~a~b;so;-i-~~~~~~~~~~~..;..;--..;;.;,i...--.-.-..;...-,..._"""'~~~lToNYGONNET
DREAMING OF
BABYLON
Traverse ; until 26th Oct.
Anyone who enjoys the unique
surrealist Brautigan style will be
mesmerised by this adaptation of
his book Dreaming of Babylon by
Kerry Shale - a sleazy. fast-moving play of beautiful blondes (both
dead and alive!), a tobacco-spitting, peg-legged mortuary attendant.
some
razor-wielding
gangsters and, of course, the downand-out private eye C. Card, all
hilariously conjured up by one
man!
The play is finnly located in the
forties. with a seedy detective
story, car chases , a limousine, a
double-dealing female and her
accomplice, "the neck"! Yet, set
against this is the hilarious character of C. Card. Instead of the cooltalking tough cop that you would
expect, here is a pitiable "private
dick.. who we see starving in a
grimy San Francisco apartment,
debauched and unshaven , scraping
for food and scrounging for a bullet
while a "heartless blonde" decomposes in the fridge!

DULCE
Bedlam; 15th October

My friend, you would not tell with
such high zest
To children ardent for some desperate glory
The old lie: Dulce et Decorum est
Pro parria mori
Too often Wilfred Owen's "old
lie" has become an old cliche, told
with high zest to fourth formers
ardent for some easy poetry. But,
using Owen as a starting point , this
show avoided cliches and exposed
the old lie in a very new way.
Without a script, the show was
improvised by a group of first year
actors, under Patrick Evans' direction. Taking war as its theme, it
focused mainly on the suffering of
mothers and wives, largely ignored
in masculine accounts of warfare.
As well as being a moving descrip-

lutelysuperbasheslipsconfidently
into at least half a dozen roles ,
apart from the dejected C. Card.
The
thrilling
body-snatching
is
constantly
adventure
interspersed with Card's own childhood memories and erotic fantasies
of Babylon ; a dream city where he
conducts his life as a moviestar-a
top private dick with Nana Dirak at
his side!
This dramatic monologue dazzled
the audience with its very black
humour, but there are also
moments of brutal poignancy and
psychological depth. For despite
the quick-witted lines the play was
almost tragi-comic. Behind the
facade of the gun-carrying American forties , there is a poor, battered
private eye, reduced to living
through his imagination.
The script is supplemented by a
good set by Geoff Rose and some
occasional oriental music which
adds a distinct exotic flavour.
The orily criticism would be that
Shale tended to be rather slow at
the beginning. There were
moments of rather too prolonged
silences yet this soon quickened up.
Tracy Fearnehough

F•Ive-me
• h naiis and Russ1an
•
}OO-ette

THEGRANDTHEATRE
OF LEMMINGS
Theatre Workshop;
th & th Oct.
17
18
We met on the anniversary of
Daring Dave Danzig's gruesome
death in a room ranged with
instruments of torture. Shuddering , we steeled ourselves for the
horrors to come . . .
And we weren 't disappointed.

t

DRAMA

French Institute; until 31st Oct
Tony Gonnet started his career
designing engines for airplanes
before making the natural progression to fuU-time artist.

'

one of six lavatories to sit on, and
f
then you pull the chain, one o
them randomly explodes_ just
like in "The Deerhunter" really.)
The raison d'etre of this particular performance was contained in the philosophy of the
Church of Lemmingtology h
"only in the moment of Deat
does one truly begin to live".
Admittedly, the only danger Fri-

None of Tony Gonnet's pain tings were bigger than about 20
inches in diameter. The small surfaces had been divided up into lots
f
all
.
t
o sm geometric pa terns, some
resembling cornices and other
pieces of architecture, and oth ers
resembling profiles of faces, 1et.
h'
rt
. h
tmg 1oose s1ig t 1y is surrea is
tendencies .
909
Gonnet, born in France in l
,
has an amazing sense of colour,
E
especially of tonal values. xp1o ring colour has become a lifetime
obsession, to the extent that none
of the paintings have a title, thus
erasing any individuality that they
might have had . Though the
paintings were in their own way
very good , the exhibition was not,
as I felt that I had not gained anything from it. R~bbie Carswell

Students Welcome to

EUROPA
WINE BAR

tion , it was provocative in the best
traditions of political theatre.
" Politics does not affect us, does it,
dear?" one abandoned wife asked
another. The play showed that this
is the most dangerous lie of all.

Infirmary Street
The manic Dave Danzig.

The most effective scenes were
the intimate, social ones where the
actors developed character and
even experimented with humour.
Too often they settled for group
scenes. Though powerful , the
effect of these scenes was too
intense and the audience was aching for some kind of relief.
Andrew Sparrow

In a show which combined
escapology, cabaret, community
·singing and vast numbers of suicidal furry animals, The Grand
Theatre of Lemmings delighted
their audience of 39 last Friday in
the Theatre Workshop .
We saw the manic Dave Danzig
hammering a five-inch nail up his
right nostril, swallowing razor
blades and, worst of all, risking his
life in a fiendish game of Russian
Loo-ette. (You have to choose

day's audience was in was from
flying lavatory shrapnel but even
that didn't impair our enjoyment
of Dave Danzig and Mandy
Mendhcott's original and entertaining show.
In the words of the Lemming
Chant:
"Lemmings are as humans
do ,
they eat, they sleep, they
breed , they poo."
David Stenbouse

Where else can you enjoy fabulous
hot and cold meals from
12 noon-9 p.m.
Also try our Sunday Lunches from
12.30-2 p.m.
Look out for our-Golden Oldies
Night every Tuesday and our
Sunday Night Disco
absolutely free
OPEN 11 am to 1 am
ft 556-6165 ft
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''A bit like Punch and Judy"?
[

OPERA

The Beijing Peking Opera obviously a very difficult one.
Troupe is currently undertaking "Like all artists , I suffered ," she
its biggest ever tour of Britain and said simpl y.
Ireland. Colin Hancock spoke to
Judie Christie, one of the tour
With the range of skills
organisers, and Mme. Wu Soqui, require~ , it is hardly surprsing
the renowned Peking Opera that the trai ning at a Peking
actress.
Opera centre is long and arduous.
If there is one thing to make Potential actors may start basic
perfectly clear about Peking trammg as young. a~ s~ve n or
Opera, it is that it is not really eight , and then specia lise m one of
opera at all. As Judie Christie -the four role categones at about
pointed out: "It's more theatre twelve . I asked Ms Christie about
than opera, really, and it's very the sta,~us, of actors m Ch ma
much part of popular culture. " today. Its a lot. higher than 1t
Mme. Suqui, who has acted in used to be. Esrnbhshed actors ha.d
Peking Opera for over 50 years , to set up trammg schools m their
emphasised
the
difference houses, bnng m young boys from
between the audiences for Pekmg the provmces, and sometimes hire
and Western opera: "When we them out for prostttutton. Now ,
perform in China, all sorts of all actors are paid .the state wage ,
and some achieve national
people come to watch ."

fEDING PEKING OPERA
TROUPE
King's Theatre;
!8th and 19th October
"A bit like Punch and Judy ,
innit?" muttered th e blo.ke next to
me as be timorously. fired off a
couple more shots with h.1 s Pentax . Well , yes, up t? ~, pomt ,. bu,~
then Peking Opera 1s a bit hke
virtually every dramatic form you
could care to mention.
The Beijing Tro upe performed
three pieces: Stealing the Magic
Herbs, The Jade Bracelet. and
Havoc in Heaven. All had simple
storylines ( unnecesarily related
by a member of the troupe between the performance) , the
interest lying not in the plots but
with their highly stylised presentation through song, dance, acting
and acrobatics.
The acting style is simi lar to that
of mime: a basic minimum of
emotions expressed by exaggerated movements and gestures. An
element of pantomi me is also present, with frequent asides and, in
The Jade Bracelet, even a pantomime dame character.
The reuslting humour is one of
the strongest feat ures of Peking
Opera.
The
sheer . corruc
technique of the actors belles any
need for a common language to
make the audience laugh , and
their acrobatic skills are equally
impressive. ln Stealing the Magic
Herbs Chen Xilan throws and
kicks ' back an ever-increasing
number of the fairy guards'
spears, until , by the end of the
piece, the air is thick with flymg
weapons. Similarly, in Havoc in
Heaven , it is difficult to ignore an
actor's entrance when it is made
with an aerial double somersault.

''It's more theatre than opera, really, and it's very much part
of popular culture."
So, how did Peking Opera recognition. For example, Mme.
,,..___ originate? "It's the amalgamation Suqui is the equivalent of a Briiish
of various Chinese operatic Dame."
form s, all with roots of about two
or three thousand years,"
Peking Opera has also had a
explained Ms Christie. "In considerable
on
influence
Peking, about 200 years ago , the Western theatre, through such
best of these were turned into one figures as Stanislavsky and
unified form. Since then , opera Brecht. "In fact , Brecht's
has spread back into the regions , alienation technique was derived
. . . . . . .:;,__;:~-...::..r:~~----U and each still has its own style, from elemen ts of Peking Opera."
although Peking Opera is the Ms Christie pointed out.
The stylised face of Peking Opera.
most complete. "
As you will have no doubt
impression was one of tremendrealised by now , the term "opera"
So far, the tour has been very
ous humour and spectacle. At
Any history ot a Chinese
is a highly misleading one. The
times there were over 20 bril- artform cannot fail to mentjon the enthusiastically received by both
actors sing at moments of emoJjantly costumed actors throwing cultural revolution. "It had a critics and audiences. After last
tional intensity, but it is the almost
themselves about the stage, fairly drastic effect on Peking Sunday's per!ormance it is not
continual intrumen tal and parunaided by anything more than a Opera," Ms Christie agreed. "The hard to see why, and the whole
ticuarly percussive (func~o ning in
Opera
Explorations
minimum of props or set. It was form was adapted for propaganda Peking
the same way as a circus drum
not fo r nothing that my friend purposes, although it was also Project team deserve great credit
roll) a'ccompaniment that is of
with the Pen tax used up three rolls performed by an underground for their initiative.
primary musical importance .
of film in two and a balf·hours.
movement , mainly students." For
Despite a slightly overColin Hancock Mme. Suqui the period was
Colin Hancock
extended final piece, the lasting

Kalinikov

Pires piano solo

and shade in an intricate and
varuty
which
marred
Ivo -,
CLASSICAL
Pogerilich's Festival performance
____________. delightful dialogue with the
orchestra.
Usher Hall· 17th October
of this work. The difference was 1
'.. . .
. most striking in the cadenzas; while
In the second movement, which
Neeme Jarvi 1s renowned for his Pogerilich wallowed in self-indultakes the form of an intermezzo ,
advocacy of the.more obscure areha! gent narcissism, Feghali allowed
Ms Pires played with a light and
Queen's Hall; 14th Oct.
the flow to lose none of its momenof the reperto1r~. On Fnd.ay
most delicate touch that brought
dem?nstrated ~s pr~pens1ty by tum .
out the full beauty of Schumann's
Colin Moodie
offenng us Kalinikov's little-known
The
Scottish
Chamber music. Ms Pires' performance in
and seldom-played 1st Symphony.
Orchestra presented an interest- the finale was a virtuoso displ ay,
The programme note ~gan in an
BY
ing and varied programme 1.ast combining complete technical
unpromising apologeuc tone. ORGAN RECITAL
Saturday evening. The evening mastery with an evident zest. and
Kalinikov we were told , wrule HERRICK BUNNEY
began with a performance. of understanding for the work itself
admittedly not ranking among the McEwan Hall; Friday 17th Oct.
Wagner's Siegfried Idyll. This 1s which was truly exhilarating . One
great Russian composers! did.' after
Music Faculty one of Wagner's few purely
rts In instrumental works being scored looks forward eagerly to her
all suffer from a wastmg illness Every week the
which prevented rum from organises several small concstarte·by for string section with only a very return to Edinburgh in January.
· order to pu bric~
· them we ,
developing as a composer; thjs
an small brass and woo.dwind accom- Throughout the piece '. James
. · Hemck Bunney s org
. the reviewmg
Loughran's interpretation persoon became apparent dunng
paniment. After a somewhat fectly complemented that of the
performance of his symphony. recital.
hesitant start, when neither soloist, and the orchestral perfo~
Despite the extra-musical attempts , Three works by J. S. Bach were rhythm · nor pitch seemed to have
to rouse audience· sympathy, 1t 1s played, not general~y very pre- quite the precision this piece mance provided an accomp.amdifficult to escape .the conclusion cisely. The Passacag~a a.nd Fugue demands, the string section pulled ment that was simply outstandmg.
It would surely have been more
· that this work langmshes m obscur- was clear and med1tatt~e at ~ts together to produce a wellity because it is an unmistakably best and muddled soundmg at its rounded performance which appropriate programming to
mediocre work of an unimpressive wor~t as was the first chorale. In brought the p_iece to a strong con- place the concerto at the end of
the concert, as any piece which
cqmposer. It was amiable, even the s~cond the parts were evenly clusion.
followed on from a performance
tuneful , butthestructurecrudeand balanced and more exactly
The second work was a perforsuch as that evening's, Schumann
the only emotional invo!vement played.
.
mance of Schumann's Piano ConIt was in the second piece, a certo in A. This is a demanding was bound to be something of an
revolved round cheap sentimentality. Although beautifully played Choral by Cesar Franck, th.at ~he piece and the soloist, Maria Joao anti-climax no matter how good .
The final item on the progand lovingly conducted, I cannot organist played his best.' bnngmg Pires more than rose to its
but think that this was a waste of the theme to the fore without los- dem; nds . From the opening rush ramme was Mozart's Symphony
No. 41 . The first movement was
.
the undoubted talents of Jarvi and ing the rest of the music.
of chords onwards Ms Pires
The Toccata was a good chrnce showed herself to be in complete competently played but suffered
the SNO.
Earlier, young Brazilian pi~rust for a finale . It was steadily played, control of the work. Of special from a somewhat lacklustre
Jose Feghali gave a refreshingly if a little imprecisely, and the gen- note in the first movement was her interpretation. However, this
open and uncomplicated rendition era! tone of the piece was one of a interpretation of the slow passage criticism could not be made of the
second movement, the slower
of Tchaikovsky's 1! flat mi~or con- musical flourish .
Katie Allcock in A flat major where she supphed
certo. He avoided all the pitfalls of
just the right amount of colour pace of which benefited from

SNO

sco
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Loughran 's disciplined .and warm
interpretation . The third movement was taken at a good firm
tempo which strongly emphasised
the dance floor origins of the
minueto as a musical form. The
complexities of the final movement were well handled. bringing
the concert 10 a suc<;essful conclusion.
Scott C. Styles

Vegetarian C0ffe House .
Anthroposophical and Alternative
Books, Craft Materials
and Wooden Toys
7 GRASSMARKET EDIN. EHi 2HY
Tel: 031-229 7844
0pea MIJllday-Slllruday JIU

There's a lot more to film than its mainstream image. The 3rd
Edinburgh Fringe Film Festival certainly thinks so, and with
the help of Harald Tobermann, one of its main organisers, we
found out why ...

ON THE FRINGE

The conflicting ideologies and media manipulation , while others
upon only by the likes of Peter
treatments
of the " Outsiders" is embrace everything from politics
Greenaway or Derek . Jarma~ .
therefore
here
to be examined. and music to the issue of pomog.
Jarman is actually this years
raphy, treated in the provocative
Fringe Festival's Honorary Presi- The image of the "Outsider" has porNo-Yes.
.
become
a
prominent
reference
dent.
Then there are the daily semipoint in modern culture, and has
His programme introduc- in many ways adapted a romanti- nars , providing an opportunity for
.-·
tion concludes that as a result of cism through the medium of film active participation in the topics
under focus. These are again wide
this distance, independent film is (e.g. James Dean).
ranging. Art/ink looks at the men" largely
ignored
by
th_e
The festival material tries to
mainstream", and because ~f this
tally handicapped and the arts,
"it's a cinema that's often private, identify "possible outsiders", a while the Film and Video Workthat uses the direct experience of search which leads far away f~,om shops are practically orientated.
the film-maker". "With luck it will what the programme calls arThe State of Things (Sat 25th ,
have ' real ' people, not Equity thouse aestheticism" , to realities 2.30 pm) is . a completely free
of
to
name
a
few,
race,
the
old
,
members, who will be characters.
meeting, aiming to plan and con... The director will also almost th~ prisoner , the handicapped , solidate what the organisers call a
It
also
asks
and
the
homosexual.
certainly have made it without
"comprehensive local medi a polthe normal funding mechanism." why and how the original image has icy" for Independent Film and
been
commercially
exploited,
and
The Fringe Festival is therefore
Video in the Lothians. Their
a unique vehicle for dra~mg questions the validity of the term achievements based on training,
attention to this type of film. and its consequences as a whole .
teaching and funding are considWhen I asked Harald Toberman
erable, and constitute much of the
how the films were chosen , he was
healthy local contribution to the
THURSDAY, careful to stress the different
festival. Don't miss it if you want
OCTOBER criteria used in an independent
to get involved.
.
THE 23RD TO festival. Technical articulacy was
In fact, if you have any interest
in film or the type of social issues
SATURDAY THE 26TII not the overriding aim. Rather ,
much of the film requires the abilI've mentioned , don't miss the
ity of an audience to see itself as a
festival. Watch out for Lo Pay No
Edi nburgh see ms to be becom- ment of independent medi ums". creative part of a communicative
Way, Radio Dog or Me Feel It.
ing increasingly important in film This means the presence of films experience. Fringe film does not
Buy the programme (only 50p)
Part of the exploration includes and choose from the enormous
circles. This year saw the success made with Super 8, 16 mm , 35 mm allow you to sit back and switch
retrospective
series
of variety . Discuss the films in the
of the 40th Edinburgh Jntem a- and Video equipment , each with off. The narrative technique , sub- a
tional Film Festival , arguably one its own character, potential and ject matter, or imagery, may be mainstream films including On the "More Please Video Cafe" . And
deliberately
provocative , Waterfront, Coolhand Luke, . don't be put off by accusations of
of the most important interna- limitations.
The resulting festival spans four unusual , or demanding on the vie- Babylon and Born in Flames inaccesibility - many of the fil ms
tional film events. Today the 3rd
Edinburgh Fringe Film Festival days , each of which providing a wer.
They act as reference points, and are direct, humorous and engagbegins-certainly oneofthe most rich variety of productions,
should provide interesting con- ing, constituting what the press
Above all , various ideologies trasts with the way independent handout calls "a good evening (or
significant events of its kind in arranged in specially constructed
Britain.
progra mmes of roughly two will be there to be assessed, and film-makers deal with the same day) spent at the pictures". The
The nature of such a festival hours. The individual films vary in not unwittingly accepted behind topics .
venue is the Adam House
can be captured by the word "in- length from four to about 3o the gloss finish of mainstream proOf course not everything is Theatre. Not far another
dependent". As the official prog- minutes, and vary in cost from the ductions like Top Gun or Rambo . centred around " Outsiders". reason to be there.
ramme puts it , " Independent £5 Fringe Film Walk Film to Something else that distinguishes Films like The 6 o'clock News from
means here: inventive and radical three- or fou r-figure ventures.
the Edinburgh Fringe Film Festi- Mayfield
take a humorous
Matthew Catting
in form, challenging and new in
The work of the independent val is its treatment of a theme, ·but biting look at the subject of
content , and possibly using diffe- film-makers is uncompromising, rather than acting purely as a
rent me thods of funding/produc- one of the main reasons they are showcase for new productions.
tion/distribution ; in one word out- independent. The socio-political This year's theme is " Outsiders",
side corporate profit-centred film/ awareness behind their work , and an aptly chosen o~e , givi ng coherThe Odeon is running another of its mouth-watering
video making."
their awareness of fi lm as a ence to a festival which itself is
Stud
I
Edinburgh 's uniqueness over medium , whose potentials and intentionally estranged from
exercises in generosity in conjunction with
ent. unp Y
its rivals of, say, Birmingham or limitations can be highlighted , mainstream comrnerciality, not
present this slip of paper to the Odeon between 12-6 pm on
Newcastle, is what Harald Tober- experimented
agai nst
or only in content, but in the fact that
any day before Sunday, and you will receive two free
man , one of the chief organisers, exploited , puts them far away it is completely non-profit maktickets to the sneak preview of Ruthless People showing at
_se_e_s_a_s_it_s_"_c_om_p_le-te_ e_nc_o_m_p_a_ss_-__
rr_o_m_a__m_a_in_s_tr_e_am
__i_m_p_in_g_e_d_":'in~g-·--""":~~-":!"""-.""":--·l 2. 30 this Sunday. Ruthless People is the latest exercise in

ODEON OFFER - 500 FREE TICKETS
s·

SICKLY SWEET
l>UliAK HAH Y

Film house
Dir: Percy Adlon
"What you're wearing is for
men ," remarks an assitant in a perfumery department.
"Yes, for who else?" replies
Marianne unashamedly: her role is
to please a man and in doing so
satisfy herself.
Marianne (Marianne Sagebrecht) is an overweight under1ake r's assistant who feels
rejected by society because of her
appea rance and her job. She lives
in an enclosed e nvironment of her
own creation, her only enjoyment
in life being an overt indulgence in
food . This outlook changes
dramatically when she meets the
object of her fanta ies, Sugar
Baby. a blond hero type with a
baby face played by Eisi Gulp.
Sugar Baby drives a train in the
underground system , is unhappily
married to a careerist wife , and is
several years younger than
Marianne - a perfect target for
some coddling. Marianne goes
after him , gets him , and from then
on the film is a fantasy trip into
erotica, with the two characters
bingeing and bonking their way
through the rest of the film .
Indeed , Sugar Baby seems
obsessed with food and sex. Both

forms of self-indulgence are taken
to extremes in an attempt to provide the utmost in physical satisfaction. For Marianne , one is not
a sub titute for the other, and
both are necessary to provide her
Sugar Baby with an adequate
amount of pampering.
Sugar Baby will probably be
criticised by feminists who may
see Marianne as an inflated
Madonna , existing purely for the

•

sa tisfactio n of the male sex. There
are certainly gratifying and amusing similarities between the two ·
they have both , for instance '
made a substantial contribution t~
the lingerie industry.
The criticism would , though ,
not be completely necessary.
Marianne receives sex and affection from her Sugar Baby, but it is
obvious that she in return is satis-

fying a need in him for the love
and understanding which is lacking from his wife. It is the refore an
honest relationship in which it is
obvious to both parties they are
being used, but neither one cares
particularly. Surely that's eq uality?
While the fi lm is definitely
funny , erotic and thought-provoking in parts, it will not be
renowned for its visual beauty, or
any innovative features in photo.graphy. It is shot to appear quite
dark and drab at the beginning, to
suit Marianne's negative o utlook
on life , yet when she embarks on
her pursuit of Sugar Baby, it lightens up and takes on an atmosphere of cheer and optimism. It is ,
however, a film which relies very
much on its strong storyline, and
apart from the fact that it is spoken in German, it would otherwise not be instantly recognisable
as a German film.
A central question is do we
have sex because we love, or do
we love because we have sex?
Does love or something like it
grow from sex? In this case the latter would have to be true. What
starts out as a fantasy kick into
bingeing and bonking, does in the
end invoke some feeling, with two
people who have hang-ups about
life and confiding in each other,
and finding the strength to accept
themselves and their situations. If
you're into food or sex, or preferably both , go and see it.
Sugar Baby runs at the Filmhouse
from the 26th to the 1st of
November.
Kim Henry .
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hilarity from the makers of Airplane. Are you Ruthless
enough?

NOW SHOWING

I ODEON 1

Walt Disney's Cartoon Classic

CINDERELLA (U)
Separate programmes at 1.45 (exc. Sun.), 5.30, 8.15.
PLEASE NOTE : 8.15 pm performance will be screened in Odeon 3.
And no 8.15 performance on 28th October.

ODEON2
Will you survive the ultimate in terror?

ALIENS (18)
Separate programmes at 2.00 (exc. Sun.), 5.00 8.00.
Aliens at 2.20 (exc. Sun), 5.20, 8.25.

ODEON3

. - .... --....

A powerful and touching thriller with superb performances by
808 HOSKINS, MICHAEL CAINE, CATHY TYSON

MONA LISA (18)
Separate programmes at 2.1 5 (exc. Sun.), 5.45, 8.30.
Sunday 5.45, 8.30.
PLEASE NOTE: 8.30 performance will be screened in Odeon 1.

STUDENTS-All Seats £1 .50 except Friday/Saturday Even ing
on presentation of Matric Cards.

ROBERT HALPERN
THE WORLD's FUNNIEST HYPNOTIST
THIS SATURDAY AT 11 45 pm

All seats £2.50. Late Bar.

START LOOKING FORWARD TO:
From 31st October DAY OF THE DEAD (18)
From 7th November Danny De Vito, Bette MidlerftUTHLESS PEOPLE (18)
-~

·- ..

End of the ro8d?
Next Sunday .th ~ fac~ of pubhc
t ansp.ort in Bntam will be rad1r lly altered with the deregulation
caf bus services
· . Th.1s a ffects seven
farge conurbations , three Scottish
egional, and 45 English and
~elsh district fl~ets . Of these,
Lothian Bus Service 1s the largest
of the regional and district fleets
due to be deregulated in Scotland.
These changes are th e result of
a Transport Bill prese.nted to Parrament in 1985 by Nicho las R1dl~Y the then Minister fo r Transpo;t. The legislatio n was looked
on by the governme nt as a way t o
curb the spiralling costs of public
transport subsidisatio n. The bill
sought to privatise existing co uncil-run services and allow the freemarket principle to o pe rate , in
what has been dubbed "a free-forall on the streets" where buses ,
minibuses and cabs would compete against each othe r for
passengers and profits.
Jn Lothian , the maroon and
white buses which hi the rto belong
to Lothian Regional T ransport
Department have now been tra nsferred into Lothian Regional
Transport PLC (LRT) . This company is now req uired to work
upon a commercially viable basis.
Its chief competitor withi n Lothian will be Eastern Scottish.
Eastern Scottish has already pulled off a considerable co up ; it has
managed to cull 32 of the 35 council contracts for socially desirable
rout~s , as well as winning the contract of the night bus service which
operates throughout the c.ity . In
addition to the highe r profile of
the "greefl buses" in Edinburgh
some taxis (distinguished by a spe-

Chaos with bus services will
have an adverse effect on the
community, and so will affect
how people vote in the next
election.

The buses of Lothian Regional Transport: poised for privatisation.
closely affects the services to the mated 96% would be commercial
man-on-the-street, it is perhaps and only 4% would be run on a
surprising just how low-key the socially desirable basis. There are
year long preamble to the deregu- fears that there may be over-comlation bill was . Certainly the petition on the main profit-makprivatisation did not have the
immediate prpspect of a windfall
Privatisation of Lothian
for the middle-classes as did the
Regional Transport bus
British Telecom flotation. · At a
fleet.
local level, in Edinburgh opposition to the bill emanated dir_ectly
from branches of the T &GWU or
Individual companies
from local groups fearing their
decide fares and service
neighbourhood services would be
routes.
cut. However, it appears that in
the past few weeks people have
Rationalisation of bus
woken up to the implications of
services, unprofitable
the new legislation. To ease the
routes dropped.
transition period and avoid confusion among bus users , Lothian
Regional Council has installed an
Price rises of Sp on routes
Information Centre at 12 St Giles
within city.
Street, which has literally been
inundated with callers, anxious •
''Market forces" operate:
about changes in bus routes.

e

e

e

e

cial sign) will now also be able to
operate a 'shared cab' system,
whereby they may stop and pick
up fares at bus stops.
As a result of these changes, the
Regional Council's control over
public transport has been substantially weakened. The companies
alone decide the fares the frequency of services, wag~ levels to
employees and running costs.
E~en LRT , which is technically
Still council-owned is not directly
responsible to the council but to a
board of dire~tors, headed by a
~on~executive chairman . Lothian
. eg1onal Council may still subsidize what it designates as
socially desirable routes. Last
Year the cost of these unprofitable
routes was £2.4 million out of the
~uncil budget. In view of the fact
. at the government will not
increase the council's budget allo~ance, clearly the regional council
· oes not have much scope for
Increasing the number of routes
subsidised-even if it felt that the
new co mmumty-onentate
.
.
d b us
ro
Utes were insufficient.
Although the Transport Bill

experience to realise what could
go wrong . No co-ordination between different bus companies
resulted in the city centre being
flooded with buses, with an
increase from 200-300 in buses in
the central area. Existing traffic
facilities were not able to to cope
with this influx , there was service
congestion and bus-users were
baffled by the range of buses
available. As Edin burgh 's city
centre already suffers from traffic
congestion problems, what happened in Glasgow cannot bode
weU for Edinburgh .
Ron Brown , Labour MP for
Leith thinks that the Conservative
administration may have scored
an own goal with its deregul ation
plans:
"The Tories have miscalculated. They haven't thought it
through. Chaos with bus services
will have an adverse effect on the

On the 26th October, the deregulation of bus services will come into effect.
An array of buses, minibuses and taxi's will take to the streets in a bid to make
public transport profitable. lshbel Matheson looks at the implications of the
latest example of government's privatisation policy.

The debate which the Bill has
stirred up is centred around the
. question of how far it is possible to
balance the social demands of
public transport with . the discipline of the market place. Of the
bus routes to be operated after the
26th, a spokesman for LRT esti-

buses, minibuses and taxis
compete for passengers
and fares.

ing routes while services to rural
districts and weekend services will
be substantially reduced. Certainly LRT is in the business of
engineering a compe titive route:

community, and so will affect how·
people vote in the next el ection .'·
H e believes it is a real possibility that if a Labour government
should come to power that the bus
services will be regulated again.
Certainly it seems likely that
Labour will face pressure from the
Trade Unions - at last week 's
T&G WU conference , trade union
leaders were calling for the industry to be taken back into public
control.

Photo: Oliver Lim
Mr Burdon, travel manager of
LRT believes that there is room
for both Eastern Scottish and Lothian Region in the bus route
stakes:
·' We cannot afford to cut each
others throats ; both of us must
manage things so we will survive. "
While the bus companies are in
the process of rationalising a profit-making route, the network of
services may not be established
properly for some time to come,
as rotas which prove to be unprofitable are dropped. The statutory
"settling in " period is until
January next year , but Michael
Ancram , Scottish minister for
home affairs, anticipates that in
practice it will probably be longer.
What is not clear at the moment
is whether the privatisation of
1ocal transport will bring about a
better service . Already LRT has
announced price rises amounting
to Sp on routes operated· within
the city, and there are bug-bears
bound to rankle bus-users. For
example, bus passes are nontransferrable between Eastern
Scottish and LRT. As deregulation day approaches one only has
to look West at Glasgow's chaotic

Proponents of the scheme answer these predictions of doom by
pointing to the jewel in their
crown, the Hereford and Worcester district, where the concept of
deregulation was tested. The area
at present has 120 operators and
receives £900 ,000 from the district
council. The council estimates
that without deregulation , this
subsidy would have amounted to
£1.S m. It also claims that no
routes have disappeared as a
result of deregulation. Michael
Ancram expects Scotland's deregulation to have the same success:
" We are m&king the transport
system more responsive to passengers. This is what happened in
E ngland and the indications are it
will be the same experience in
Scotland. The services will be more
cost-efficient and there will be a
saving in subsidies - a benefit to
the
government
and
the
ratepayer."
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFER:
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Now open Sundays 10·00-18·00
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MORE FUN, MORE CHOICE. MORE STYLE.
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'I0-00-18-00~._,lunch12 ·30-t3•30--.. -fri onlyJ

POSTCARDS from Art Unlimited,Acme Card Co,
Snap Graf ix , Nouvel1es Editions,Simon Drew .
ALL postcards 25p each ; ANY 5 for £1 . 00 !
NEW POSTERS from Ar t Ur.limited,Pos t er Shop,
Pallas Gallery, Nouvell <..> Editions in stock .
Until Saturday 25th uc tclJer , 25% discount
off regular prices on all prints & posters
in stock or ordered through our catalogues .
Bring this Aci & Matric card to qualifJ .
STUDENT DISCOUNT - send SAE for full de t ails
WATERCOLOURS, OILS, MINIATURES, PRINTS & POSTERS, PRINT CATALOGUES
FRAMING, CARDS, EDINBURGH SKYLINE PRINTS, LIMITED EDITIONS

all at: 54 Hanover Street Edinburgh EH2 2DX
Tele: 031 -225-5538

Open : Mon-Sat 9.30 am-6 pm
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Speaking out

Sciennes ... Waiting

The holder of this year's Neil Gunn Fellowship, the Peruvian nov~~st ~~ri~t~:1"g:rL~:~ w~~
be at the University this week delivering a lecture. Here, ugm1a 1 wa
introduction to his work, and an insight into his beliefs.
realism", that make us,. read the
facts as representative of a greater , more immediate concern , as
symbols.

He takes full advantage of the
"holes in reality" in a career that
has angered right- and left-wing
factions in Peru: in 1962, 1,000
copies of his first no~el ,
Ciudad y los Perras, published m
Britain under the title of The Time
of the Hero, were public!¥ burned
by the reactionary authontles. His
latest novel, The Real Life of
Alejandro Mayta, has saddened
the liberal element in Peru who
see this as Vargas Llosa's first and
definitive step towards right-wing
principles, a sadness heightened
by the fact that two years ago, the
recently restored democratic government asked Vargas Llosa to
assume the role of Prime Minister.

f.:a

"Literature accomplishes its
best function when it is
against power."

Mario Vargas Llosa - a temperamental anarchist?
Mario Vargas Llosa, celebrated
novelist, television host and social
critic of Peru , is in Edinburgh this
week ·1ecturing on Friday as this
year's Neil Gunn Fellow. His
novels have always been controversial, teeming with the opposition of characters and perspectives , plunged in a strongly politicised society that allows Vargas
Llosa to comment on the hierarchies and convictions of his own
environment; he states in conversation with Allan Massie of The
Scotsman: "Literature makes you
aware of the holes in reality. It
makes you a potential rebel. "

" ... Temperamentally I'm an
anarchist...."
In his novel Th e War of the End
of che World , he moulds the historical material almost joumalistically, subduing the critical authorial voice to allow the complexities within the events only to
provide a commentary. He places
>ide by side Galileo Gall, Scot
nurtured on Proudhorn , republi:an goals and socialist revolution
:if the intellectual, free-thinking
European school, al\d the mystic
figure
of
the
Counsellor,
11onarchist Brazilian priest, strid-

ing the interior of the North of
Brasil gathering a band of followers, gripped by the combined fear
and hope of the end of the world
of litany of Revelation , opposed
to the recently established republic. He creates a common ground
for these two opposite figures
ideologically by exploring the
symbiosis of their
mutual
antagonism to the established.
The humane texture of the
novel looks back to the great 19th
century novels of social comment;
Vargas Llosa shows an almost
Dickensian interest in the lives of
the many characters he presents , a ·
fascination with the process of .
events and the influence of environment that have brought his
·characters to be what they are;
Salman Rushdie writes (on
Mayta) in The Guardian: " Vargas
Uosa possesses a formidable gift
of the non-magical kind, a gift that
can remind one of Stendhal. . ..
The descriptions - of city and
landscape alike - are unfailingly
exact, and the machinations of the
seven-man Trotskyist cell to
which Mayta belongs have the
ring of truth ... . " But beneath
this is a compelling surrealism ,
often described as " magic

The veil of mystique and
inscrutability envelop him. His
true opinions lie shaded by a public image of opposition to authority that remains constant while the
balance of power shifts , sways and
is ultimately displaced. He says:
"Literature accomplishes its best
function when it is against power.
. . . .Temperamentally I'm a_n
anarchist. . . ." It is perhaps th.is
apparent desire to search out the
underlying faults that are the
infrastructure of all apparently
ideal systems that makes his opinion appear to move disturbingly
along the political spectrum.
His most recent novel , Mayta ,
has already attained a certain
notoriety. Salman Rushdie criti:ises it strongly: "The novel's
literary weaknesses are more dis~ppointing than the political slant.
... The Real Life of Alejandro
'v1ayta ought to be a splendid
1ovel. It isn't . . . as the novel
Jrogresses and Vargas Llosa
seems to realise the thinness of his
material , the telling of the tale
grows more frenzied .... " Edinburgh is very fortunate that , m
this year that sees the publication
of Vargas Llosa's first apparently
right-wing tract , and one that ~~s
evinced so much adverse cntl·
cism , Mario Vargas Llosa is the
holder of the Neil Gunn Fellowhsip.

One homeless student talks of her traumatic experience with
the Student Accommodation Service.
Are you one of the lucky few
selected to live in the University's
purpose-built, all-inclusive Scien·
nes flats? You are! Is the location
on Causewayside as salubrious as
they say? Are you benefiting from
the advantages of four spacious
well-designed rooms? Truth is,
you can't answer either of these
questions, because the SAS, with
its usual ineptitude and total ineffi·
ciency, not to mention complete ' I·
don't-give-a-damn'
attitude,
haven't managed to build them
yet. Two weeks ago there wasn't
even a roof on them!
Mr Dresser, a leading light in
the SAS's bid for top prize in the
'bow • not • to • run • an • accom·
modation service', was reported to
have said: "Guess what?" in a glee·
ful tone to an unsuspecting yet still
hopeful
potential
Sciennite:
''There'll be at least another three
days' delay moving into your Sciennes Oat."
Apologies are certainly not the
order of the day, but then: "We
can offer you an alternative," says
one of the intensely morose, 'I'll·
go • out - of • my • way • not • to •
help - you' receptionists in the SAS
offices. The "alternative" of which
these unaccommodating 'we •
can't - lend ·you· a • pen' girls is,
in fact, a once in a lifetime opportunity to stay or rather 'be put up
on' the fourth floor of a bedsit. The
difference this time is you'll share
a room with all three of your prospective flat-mates. You'll also be

dation for 26 particular students to
subsidise this delay. (The students
pay the £20 they would have payed
for Sciennes.) Furthermore, what
is disheartening about the idea of
moving into these long-awaited
prize flats is the builders' atti~ude
to their creation. One was said to
have exclaimed when asked to
show a 'student around one flat:
''Oh, I've never built flats like
these before. Wouldn't live in this,
it's worse than a cell."
Melodrama? Overstatement?
Go and see for yourself.
This, however, is not the main
issue. Nobody is expecting New
Town-standard flats from a new
University complex. What is the
most distressing factor is the
appalling mismanagement within
our Student Accommodation Service. Placing 11,000 students in a
small city like Edinburgh no one
would claim is easy. Nevertheless,
Mr Dresser, Mrs Orr, Mr
Robertson, Mrs Cuthbertson, and
all the reception staff (I have
named them individually because
by using their collective name,
SAS, the force of this criticism
would pale) are all guilty; they are
guilty of not caring. First years
must despair on encountering the
staggering indifference of mem·
bers of this team towards their
homeless plight when. in a strange
city miles away from home for the
first time. That is bad enough.
This time the Sciennes flats were
allocated to mainly fourth years.

Thumbs down for the Student Accommodation Service.
moved at random, when the SAS
has forgotten to book you in for a
further night/nights.
It has been rumoured that the
builders are supposed to have
footed a bill for four thousand
pounds for two weeks' accommo-

The SAS can never repay the dis·
ruptlon of work and unnecessary
anxiety occasioned by not have
proper accommodation at the
beginning of this, their most
important year. This is more than
despicable, it's criminal.

and Thursdays at 5.30-6.30 pm Penzance to Wick. Two ESCA
from November 4th. Less strenu- committee members will prance
ous should be the torchlight pro- along trains dressed as a panto
cession and fireworks spectacular horse . Proving once more that
on November 5th.
,.
there's no limit to what can be
ESCA are also organising a 24ESCA have planned a huge variety of events this year, all They're also aiming for more and hour dance marathon for done in the name of good healthy
designed to raise as much money as possible for the fifteen better publicity , because unfortu- November 8th-9th. Apparently in ' fun ; ESCA members dressed as
Santas will be abseiling down the
nately a lot of people still think
charities they support. Susan Moir tells us about them.
1960, a Leith Walk "pro" had a Sheraton Hotel.
that the money raised ends up in
bet with a student attempting a
Boris the Monster was unavoidDespite this slight technical students' pockets.
marathon "jive" record in a Leith
In association with the Univerably detained at the dry cleaner's
hitch , the meeting was a success. With the rag mag launch this Walk shop window , that he would
sity Settlement, ESCA supports
last week. A pity , because the ESCA Convener Hamish Taylor
Saturday, they' re very much on not finish. He did and she paid up.
15 charities , including Dr Barrotund , furry mascot of ESCA revealed that last year's appeal
the ball. There's a slave auction at Well, the old order changeth not ; nardo's and the Children 's Holi(Edinburgh Students Charities raised over £17 ,000. As a conChambers Street on Saturday sponsors are still welcome. Forms day Venture. But all this takes a
Appeal) missed the body's sequence, ten new beneficiaries night followed by a spaghetti eat.are available from Pollock replot of time and effort. So if you
first General Meeting of the year were chosen.
ing competition . There is also the
resentatives and the ESCA feel you could contribute ~ny
at Chambers Street on Monday.
ESCA is going out on a limb chance to buy the first cories of Offices.
thing, go along to the offices at 17Over a hundred students turned this year, with plans to get things the magazine.
Some of the wackier events 19 Guthrie Street, or turn up at
up at the meeting, sending moving straight away, instead of
This term also sees the start of take place at Christmas. There's the next General Meeting at 7.30
organisers scurrying back to the concentrating all their' efforts on
pop-mobilfty classes. These are an attempt to break the British pm on November 3rd at Chamoffice for more voting slips.
Rag Week in the third term.
held at Wilkie House on Tuesdays Rail record for the journey from
bers Street.

ESCA goes to town

Sport and Politics
The former Minister for Sport - Neil ~c~arlane - is deserting the House of Commons on
Thursday, Octobe~ 30th, so that he can v1s1t Edinburgh. More importantly the prime reason
for bis northw:U-d Journey is to launch his new and extremely controversi;I book s rt and
politics, at.Thm's bookshop. The entertainm~nt begins at 7.30 pm, and it is ho~J7..at his
audience w~ll be made up of a la.rge number of mquisitive students. So abandon your week-late
essays for ~ust one more evemn~, and ask Mr McFarlane some very awkward questions.
Students will be well catered for, cos the flood of questions will be complemented by a steady
now of wine. OK, so now you're interested. There now follows a random selection of sporty
suggestions, not necessarily relevant to his book:
Football hooliganism is an obvious choice. Luto n Town have
experimented this season with a
strict ban on away supporters , following a succession of violence at
Kenilworth R oad. The club
claims that this policy has worked,
but will such radical methods
benefit the game of football ? I
think not. It may be that a
national ban would entice more
people to bring their families to
the fortnightly pilgrimage to the
holy land (i.e. football stadium).
But the majority of away supporters cause no trouble . They are
genuine fa ns, a nd travelling up
and down the country in pursuit of
"their team constitutes a very
important part of their lives.
Furthermore , an elaborate system
will be required to enforce the ban
and make it effective , probably
involving the dreaded me mbership card. It will soon be easier to
escape fro m a high security prison
th an to gain admittance to one's
local football ground!
The South Africa saga: will it
ever end? Poor Miss Zola Budd
has to avoid being molested at
each athletics meeting that she
attends; she is confronted by
crowds of anti-apartheid protesters, who burl abuse at the innocent and politically unmotivated
girl , ignoring the fact that she is
one of the greatest female athletes

of all time . When she is burying
the opposition at the European
Cro~s-country
Championships,
she 1s m effect burymg her politically obsessed enemies. Just as
Miss Budd leads her fellow competitors through the mud in her
familiar barefooted guise, so she
is trampling over the political
slime who are attempting to
engulf and suffocate the world of
sport.
The role of finance in sport: is
there too much money flowing
into such sports as golf, tennis ,
darts and snooker? Has the quest
for financial reward overshadowed the very standards for
which these sports had formerly
prided themselves in? Sportsmanship , enjoyment, and spectatorentertainment have now taken a
back seat to the desperate scramble for riches. True, we are Iiving
in a world whose foundations are
built on paper notes and plastic
cards. But should a quick right
jab , a surprise left hook , and then
the familiar head-butt, warrant
Messrs Hagler and co. bringing
home a bulging wage packet ct>ntaining million-pound cheques?

while those on smaller budgets
have no means of competing with
even the Manchester United second team! ... and yes . .. money
buys players . . . players buy success ... success acts as a magnet ,
attracting the crowds . .
the
crowds enable clubs to secure
multi-millionaire
sponsorship
deals ... and then of course we're
back at square one, collecting two
hundred pounds for passing
" Go" . (Less fortunate clubs land
on "income tax" and thus forfeit
their only source of revenue.
Instead of landing on " Mayfair"
and buying Maradona they have
to be content with purchasing a
player from Luxembourg on "Old
Kent Road" !)

One can spend a whole lifetime
discussing such controversial
issues with fellow sports fanatics ,
insulting politicians, igniting
heated exchanges which inevitably degenerate into slanging
matches and !Tl ass brawls. Put Mr
McFarlane on-the-spot
next
Thursday: .;hould more money be
directer
towards
coaching
facili•;es in an effort to match the
likes of America and Germany?
Should rugby lose its amateur
.Football has suffered greatest status and become entrenched in a
from the inevitable draining of financial rut? Should such stars as
finances. Ask Swansea City . Ian Botham be subjected to conFootball is entangled in a vicious tinual harassment from the
circle which sees the big clubs get- media? . .. enough said until next
ting bigger, as they purchase more wee k's cross-exai;n.ination.
Carl Marston
players to literally buy success,

''Bestie''
EUMHC2;

Hazlehead 0

Hazlehead HC, relegated
from Scotland's Premier
Division last year, provided
the opposition for the University at Peffermill on Saturday. Inspired by the discovery of a column singing their
praises in the Daily Telegraph, the stud.ents were not
in any way overawed by a
team whose physical strength
and skill were greater than
anything Whitecraigs or
Eastbank had to offer in previous weeks.
It was very much against the
run of play that the University
won a short corner 10 minutes into
the opening half, after Williams
had sent Loughlin away with a
splendid thrqugh ball. With a
calm precision that is the result of
endless hours of practice, McFarlane fired in the University's
opening goal from the top of the
circle. However , Hazlehead came
back immediately, and a combination of poor marking and even
"'.'Orse tackling by the student midfield and defence led to their conceding a flick midway through the
half. Maclennan's resultant save
proved to be the turning point of
the game as , after this , Hazlehead
became increasingly disgruntled
with the high stick factor in their
opposition's tackling , the standard of umpiring , and eventually
with their own play.
The University capitalised on
Hazlehead's lack of team spirit (a

lesson there somewhere) and
further increased their lead after a
remarkable piece of opportunism
from Finecock . Resurrec~ing a
pass which everybody had given
up for dead , he forced the keeper
into what was quite frankly a
bloody ridiculously error, and
slotted the ball over the line.
The second half on the whole
belonged to the University.
Although it took an excellent
reflex save on the line from Williams to preserve the two-goal
lead , this was the only real threat
on the Edinburgh goal. Refusing
to sit back on their lead, the students continued to harass and
attack the opposition. The highlight of the second half was a spectacular first-ti me strike by
Finecock which whistled over the
bar (a fact which probably pleasj!d
the crowd more than if it had actually gone in). Indeed young
Finecock is very much the George
Best of the University side, his
weaving, unpredictable play a joy
to watch. Unfortunately , like Bes.tie , Finecock bas a less desirable ,
blatantly hedonistic side. It is
widely known for instance that he
has a fixation with commiting acts
of fornication , wearing only his
creamy silk shirt and matching
briefs. Let 's hope for the sake of
the game of hockey such diversions do not affect his own performances on the pitch. For, as one
wry spectator pointed out at Sunday's
practice
game ,
the
aforementioned was looking
somewhat "off the boyle".
Syd

J Soggy French loaf
The roar of the home crowd
(thanks girls) greeted the
redoubtable shinty team as
they took to the field at Peffermill on Saturday. Though still
at the experimental stage, the
Edinburgh team dominated
their Glasgow counterparts
from the start, and it wasn't
long until Slasher Simpson
opened the scoring. With the
sun and wind at their backs
the lads continued to threaten
but, as it turned out, with no
more menace than a soggy
French loaf, due to an inabilitv to score.

Undoubtedly the forward line
missed the absent Kinghorn,
despite having veteran Grandad
Samuels, but when Glasgow
broke away the defence can offer
no similar excuse for allowing the
softest of goals to be put past "The
Bear" . In response, the team
decided to add a degree of sophistication , hitherto unheard of, so
instead of doing the simple and
easy things , they strove for co mplexity and messed up. Friar Tuck
Sherwood forgot himself (if that is
possible considering his size) and
allowed Glasgow a second goal.
Playing against the elements in
the second half, Edinburgh 's fate
seemed sealed when Jimmy Divot

performed a splendid ballet jump
to give his man an unobstructed
shot on goal. But showing their
characteristic determination , the
lads fought back and Golly Grant
moved upfield to pull another
goal back . Two substitutions later
and Edinburgh were all over Glasgow , even when Fingers Schotibrianner was brutally hacked down
and had to be carried off. Unfortunately it was to be a case of more
fru stration than in Teviot on a Friday night as the final minutes of
the game ticked away. Yet
another exmaple of Edinburgh's
superior talents being wasted
stupidly . Wise up, lads!
Tomas MagUidhir

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY

Action from Saturday's rugby game, featuring the dark-vested Madras
team in battle against our own Edinburgh 1st XV. Nobody seems .to
·
Photo: Oli ver L11n
know where the ball is.

C·L·l'·B

McKinsey & Co.,
international management consultants, invite applications for the post of

BUSINESS ANALYST
Please send your application to
Graduation Selection,
170 Kennington Park Road,
London SEll 4BT.

For further information contact
Adrian Burford or Virginia Cowie on 01-582 0167.
Details are also held at your Careers Service.

N.B: Closing Date-November 21, 1986.

C·O·R·:\·E·R

Boat Club
The large number of new
members are now being
sorted into crews with a view
to entering the Head Race on
the Clyde later this term. As
yet the club has been mostly
rowing in fours on the canal.
Training will start soon
though on the Clyde in preparation for the eights.
Head Training trips have already
started in Glasgow in the fours for
' which we always welcome new
coxes and/or good mechanics.

The club will be taking three
crews down to the Northern
Universities Regatta in Durh<1m
next weekend.
Following on from the beenenteering in the first week, there'll be
beer 'n skittles later in the term.
The club will be going up to Firbush in November aiming to climb
as high and as far from boats as is
possible.
There are also plans for a training trip to Perth on the River Tay
at the end of the Christmas holidays. This is in preparation for
Tideway at Easter for which a
women's eight will lJ.ISO go down
for the first time.

Madras well-curried
Edin. Univ. 12;

Madras3
be added that a wayward kick
from their full back re bounded off
a bench and disturbed the plate of
halftime oranges. Segments of
orange flew here , there and
everywhere, but fortunately this
occurred during the second half·
otherwise, the players would hav~
had no option but to suck on
soiled and grit.-ridden fruit during
the halftime interlude.
Carl Marston

Madras were well curried
by a very hot Edinburgh University 1st XV on Saturday
afternoon at Peffermill. The
visitors (who don't seem to be
of Indian origin as their name
suggests; they are all very
pale-skinned,
and their
dialect is certainly lacking in
Indian flavour; in fact, it
would be an insult to even
describe their linguistic origins as being Scottish!) were
well and truly overwhelmed
by a very inspiring Edinburgh team whose threequarter line produced a succession
of very spicy " runs" through
the Madras defence.
There was certainly nothing
Indian about the windswept conditions that both teams had to
endure throughout the game. Yet
at least this wind had some bite,
which is more than can be said for
the performance of both teams in
the first half. Noone was prepared
to be adventurous and run with
the ball, and thus the sparse crowd
were treated to a kick-and-rush,
up-and-under affair. Not surprisingly , then, one penalty apiece
was all that the two teams could
muster before the halftime whistle
put an end to our misery. Madras
experienced their only moment of
glory in the tenth minute , after
which things went from bad to
worse for this motley crew.
Fortunately , the game came to
life in the second half, and the
Edinburgh team were inspired by
a touch of brilliance from their flyhalf Gareth McAlpine. His drop-

Panic .

A ~ree-fl)r-all in the line-out. No one ;eems interested in fighting for possession of the ball, especially the
Edmburgh no. 3, who shall remain nameless. Here he seems intent on having a good grope. Photo: Oliver Lim
kick out of the blue put Edinburgh
in the rather unusual position of
being in the lead. Poor Madras
never seemed to recover from
McAlpine's body-blow and their
defence were put under immense
pressure as Edinburgh drove forward in search of a match-winning
try.
Offord obliged with a welldeserved try midway through the
second half. The try typified the
quality of Edinburgh's threequarter moves . The full back - Mar-

shall - created the overlap that
enabled Offord to score on the left
wing, and Marshall extended the
lead to nine points with a successful conversion . If the truth be
known , the Madras threequarter
line were never given the chance
to test their opposite numbers
with any piercing attacks ; and the
Edinburgh centres - Porteous
and Spawforth - combined well
to almost steal a second try in the
latter stages of the gape . .
Madras actually crossed the
Edinburgh line in the dying
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minutes, only to be denied by the
linesman, who was obviously
doing his job very efficiently. His
decision evoked bitter resentment
from one spectator, who must , I
assume, claim to have some
Indian ancestry, because he pro·
ceeded to hurl much abuse at the
innocent official. Anyway: the
coming of the final whistle
brought immense relief to the
Edinburgh warriors ... they had
won! Madras were left with one
penalty to show for their afternoon's exploits, although it must

Saturday simply wasn't the 1st
Xi's day. Panic set in when, with a
few minutes before the scheduled
starting time , the goalkeeper had
not turned up; and she did not
turn up! Our thanks to Barbara
who bravely took on the position
until Joyce, the 2nd XI keeper,
amved for her match and came to
our rescue , Despite a quite determin<"ci effort, the day ended in a 42 defeat. Dalziel scored two fi ne
goals from free hits just outside
the circle. The University goals
were scored by Carol and Alison
(who apparently scored again on
Saturday night!), the latter fro m a
penalty flick.

I

1

Sunday's match against Marr
was the team's chance to redeem
themselves , and they did so by
winning 4-0. Shona opened the
scoring by slipping a ball past the
goalie as she stood watching it go
off. Alison made no mistake in
putting away a penalty flick and
Liz brought the tot al to four.
Mary

S T U D E N T,l

Student's editorial offices a re on the first floor of 48 Pleasance. Our
phone numbers are 558 1117/8 and 667 1011extension4496 Ed.t
· 1
1
m.e~tmgs are held in the offices every Friday at l pm. To g~t in t~~~h
:~ :1udent,
tn order to drop in ads , information, etc., or to get
ff ed yourself, come along to section meetings or drop into the
0 . ices a.nd leave a message. You can also use the Student boxes
~~~~~ed m Po~terrow.Shop,.Tevio_t Lobby or DHT Basement. The fol:
. g ,compnse secll?n editors (m bold type), layout staff and each
section s weekly meetmg·
'
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ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
Listings with reference numbers
can be followed up by going to the
Student Accommodation Service
at 30 Buccleuch Place.
Male for single room ,S. Clerk St. £ 160
per month incl. brea kfast and supper.
Ref. No. 804.
Male or female for single room , Pleasance. £80.40 per month. Ref. No. 801.
Three males . or three females for si ngle
rooms. Dalziel Pl. £280 per month. Ref.
No. 809.
Male for single room, New Town . Second year a nd up. £112.50 per month.
Ref. No. 811.
Female for single room, Trinity . Mature
or postgrad . £97.40 per month . Ref. No .
8 12.
MaJe for single r oom, Newington .
£107.50 per month. Ref. No. 812A.
Female for single room, Newington.
£80. 15 per month . Ref. No. 817.
Female for single, Lutton Pl. £77.40 per
month . Ref. No. 817.
Male or .female for single room. Vegetan an senior preferred . £ 120 per month.
Ref. No. 818.
emale for single, Morningside Red.
100 per month . Ref. No. 819.
wo males or two females , Hrnside
resc. £90 per month. Ref. No. 824.
ale for single, Morningside. £100 per
month. Ref. No. 825.
ale for single room , Nicolson St. £80
r month . Ref. No. 826.

Male or female for single room, Lauriston Gdns. £80 per month . Ref. No. 827.
Five males or females for three singles
a nd o ne shared room, Blacket Av. £80
per month . Ref. No. 828.
Two males or females for shared room
Dundas St. £83 per month . Ref. No '.
810.
Two females for shared room , 120 per
month. Ref. No. '813.
Two males or females for shared room
Forest Rd . £ 108 per mont h. Rer. No'.
820.
Two males or females for sha red room
We. Preston St. £74 per month. Ref'.
No. 821.

fHANWHILE ... 'fht::

'/rs 1--r's
1H~

Twin room and single room available , 2
Athol! Place, West End. Twin £26 per
week each, single £30 per week, plus
bills; 228 4090.
Two single rooms avai lable for females,
Bruntsfield. Rent detai ls by phoning 447
2468 {day) or 229 6129 (eves).
Twin room available , 76 South C lerk
Street . £24 per week. Contact Steve or
Bill , 667 1660.
Male required fo r shared room , 127
Heriot Row . £133 including bills. Older
student preferred. Contact Alison or
Donald, 556 5532.
Single room available from Nov I. JO
Leven Street , £27 per week. Contact
Ka thy, 229 8465.
For sale: Silver-Reed po rtable typewriter , hardly used; top co ndi tion; tabulating stops; £25 only. If interested phone
447 1638.
Anyone wishing to form a Queen/Zeppelin type ba nd please ring Tom at 337
1731.
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